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FOREWORD

This document is one of nine complementary final technical reports on the development of advanced composite transport fuselage concepts. The work described was performed by the Boeing Commercial Airplane Group, Seattle, Washington, from May 1989 through December 1995 under contracts NAS1-18889 and NAS1-20013, Task 2. The contracts were sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Langley Research Center (NASA-LaRC) as part of the Advanced Composite Technology (ACT) program. Direction from NASA-LaRC was provided by M.J. Shuart, J.G. Davis, W.T. Freeman, and J.B. Nelson.

The nine documents comprising the final documentation for the NASA/Boeing ATCAS program include:

Advanced Technology Composite Fuselage

Cost Optimization Software for Transport Aircraft Design Evaluation (COSTADE)
- Overview (CR-4736). Synopsis of COSTADE initiative, including integration of cost, weight, manufacturing, design, structural analysis, load redistribution, optimization, and blending.

Use of commercial products or names of manufacturers in this report does not constitute official endorsement of such products or manufacturers, either expressed or implied, by the Boeing Company or the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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1.0 ABSTRACT

Advanced composite technologies must earn their way into future commercial aircraft applications by adding value to the product and gaining customer acceptance. Composite technology with both cost and weight saving advantages over aluminum are required. The Advanced Technology Composite Aircraft Structures (ATCAS) program has studied transport fuselage structure with a large potential reduction in the total direct operating costs for wide-body commercial transports. Parallel Boeing development programs have pursued similar improvements for other primary composite structures. The combined databases collected to date suggest that future cost-effective applications are feasible.

Boeing's ATCAS program has successfully completed Phases A and B over a period of six and a half years. The baseline fuselage section used in ATCAS studies has a constant diameter of just over 20 feet and a length of 33 feet. The baseline section is immediately aft of the main landing gear wheel-well bulkhead and is representative of the constant diameter portion of Section 46 on Boeing airplanes. This section was selected because it contains many of the structural details and critical manufacturing issues found in a transport fuselage while avoiding higher program tooling costs for a non-constant section. For example, significant variation in design details occur in the baseline section due to relatively high body bending loads in the forward end which diminish, allowing transition to minimum-gage structure, in the aft end.

The baseline fuselage section was divided into four "quadrants", gaining the manufacturing cost saving advantage possible with larger composite panels. Crown (top panel), keel (belly panel), and side (including the passenger door and windowbelt) quadrant studies were performed sequentially over the course of the program. Key processes found to have the desired cost savings potential include (1) skins laminated by automatic fiber placement, (2) braided frames cured using resin transfer molding, and (3) panel bond technology that minimized mechanical fastening.

The design build team (DBT) approach used in ATCAS has been staged by continuous value assessments of the composite concepts under development. The cost and weight of the baseline fuselage barrel was updated to complete Phase B of the program. An assessment of the former, which included labor, material, and tooling costs, was performed with the help of design cost models developed under ATCAS. Crown, keel, and side quadrant cost distributions illustrate the importance of panel design configuration, area, and other structural details. Composite sandwich panel designs were found to have the greatest cost savings potential for most quadrants.

Key technical findings from ATCAS are summarized as an introduction to the other contractor reports documenting Phase A and B work completed in functional areas. The current program status in resolving critical technical issues is also highlighted.
2.0 INTRODUCTION

Boeing's Advanced Technology Composite Aircraft Structures (ATCAS) program (contract NAS1-18889) was initiated in May 1989 as an integral part of the NASA sponsored Advanced Composites Technology (ACT) initiative. Task 2 of Materials Development Omnibus Contract (MDOC, contract NAS1-20013) was awarded in November 1993 to extend the ATCAS work. Combined, these two contracts addressed concept selection and technology development (referred to as Phases A and B). An additional contract (NAS1-20553, referred to as Phase C) has been initiated to verify this technology at a large scale.

The primary focus of ATCAS has been to develop composite transport fuselage structure with significant cost savings over current aluminum technology. This, combined with composite weight advantages, indicate a large potential for future aircraft structure having increased value. The multi-functional ATCAS team achieved significant technology advancements during Phases A and B, spanning a timeframe from 1989 through 1995. This program has benefited greatly from NASA program and technical support in addressing numerous issues for selected composite fuselage concepts.

2.1 Benefits from NASA Funding

World dominance in transport aircraft sales by US. industry is threatened by foreign competitors. The lower left corner of Figure 2-1 shows the European consortium, Airbus Industrie, has captured market share at the expense of US. manufacturers. Boeing has remained the only US. aircraft manufacturer to meet the Airbus challenge without loss of market share. US. government research funding, such as the NASA ACT program, helps Boeing and other US. aircraft manufacturers to develop advanced technology and remain competitive in world markets.

Figure 2-1 shows one estimate of the world market for new commercial transport aircraft from 1995 through 2015. This estimate, which includes passenger and cargo transports, indicates a significant expansion in an already vital world market. Statistics shown in Figure 2-1 indicate the estimated worth of every one percent in market share over this time frame. It is nearly impossible to project increased commercial aircraft market share based on technology improvements without making major assumptions (e.g., customer needs, the competition's technology, and future business strategies). Assuming Boeing's current market share is maintained, Figure 2-1 shows large benefits to the US. economy in terms of revenue, jobs, and tax base.

Boeing is the world's largest producer of commercial transport aircraft, maintaining a market share of over 57% for the world and over 80% for the United States. This provides a large benefit to the US. economy. Approximately 75% of Boeing sales are exports, helping to reduce the US. trade deficit. Every $1 billion in US. airplane sales creates about 30,000 labor years of work, of which 87% is performed in the US. The Boeing Commercial Airplane Group has spent up to $10 billion a year on goods and
services produced by over 5,000 suppliers throughout the United States (see Figure 2-2). Maintenance of the United States aircraft industry's market position is critical for the preservation of high paying skilled jobs, a capable industrial base, and balance of trade.

The estimated worth of every 1% market share from 1995 to 2015 is:
- $9.6 billion to the U.S. economy
- 270,000 labor-years of jobs
- $3.1 billion in U.S. Taxes

Average yearly purchases from U.S. suppliers in peak years (1987 - 1992)

Figure 2-1: Estimates of future commercial transport market.

Figure 2-2: Boeing links to U.S. suppliers.
2.2 ATCAS Team Members

As shown in Figure 2-1, Boeing airplanes are mostly built within the US. Nearly all states of the union benefit from Boeing's commercial transport aircraft market share. Figure 2-2 plots Boeing's average yearly purchases from suppliers in each state during recent peak sales years. Similarly, the ATCAS program also established teaming relationships with numerous industries and universities throughout the US. Organizations which supported ATCAS during the course of the program are shown in Figure 2-3. Key members from many of these organizations are listed in the Foreword of this Contractor Report. The combination of unique talents within all these organizations has proven very effective for technology development of composite fuselage structure.

University subcontracts supported by the ATCAS program (see Figure 2-3) reflect Boeing's commitment to college relations. Several lessons learned from university subcontracts are worthy of note. First, it is best to select baseline design & manufacturing concepts, define related technical issues, and collect some hardware data before establishing a subcontract. In other words, define problems that relate to the program focus. Second, the solution to many relevant problems require a multidiscipline approach, highlighting the need for close coordination between the design build team (DBT) members at Boeing and those performing the subcontract. Finally, sufficient manpower and time must be allocated to facilitate technology transfer between industry and academia. Schools which encouraged student co-op programs, and graduate students or faculty with industrial experience, helped minimize the coordination effort and maximize value of the output.

Total Design-Build Team: Approximately 210

Boeing Commercial Airplane Group (90)
- Boeing Defense & Space Group (15)
  - Boeing Helicopters
  - Boeing Military
  - Boeing Aerospace

NASA Langley Research Center (15)
- Structures Division
- Materials Division

Industrial Teammates (60)
- Lockheed
- Northrop/Grumman
- Hercules
- ICI Fiberite
- Intec
- Fiber Innovations
- Sikorsky
- Dow-UT
- Cherry Textron
- Zetec
- Sundstrand
- EBCO
- Alliant Techsystems
- E.I. DuPont de Nemours
- BP Chemicals
- American Airlines
- Northwest Airlines
- United Airlines
- Draper Laboratory
- Materials Science Corp.
- TORR Technologies
- 3M
- Foster Miller Inc.

Universities (30)
- Univ. of Washington
- Oregon State Univ.
- Drexel Univ.
- Univ. of Iowa
- Massachusetts Inst. of Technology
- Univ. of California at Santa Barbara
- Stanford University
- Univ. of Utah
- Univ. of Wyoming
- Brigham Young Univ.

Figure 2-3: US. team members that have supported ATCAS.
2.3 Document Outline

The purpose of this report is fourfold: (1) to define the ATCAS program, (2) to describe baseline concepts, with an emphasis on those designs developed to some degree of validation at the end of Phase B, (3) to summarize cost and weight advantages versus state-of-the-art aluminum, and (4) to report on major technical accomplishments. More detailed accounts of specific functional areas of study can be found in other Boeing Contractor Reports identified in the Foreword. The current report consists of six main parts, Sections 3 through 8.

Section 3 summarizes past, present, and future use of advanced composite materials in Boeing aircraft. The value of affordable composite technology, such as that pursued by ATCAS, is estimated using a measure of the operating costs for wide-body transport aircraft. The technology development stages which must be completed to achieve a level of readiness needed for production commitments are discussed. A forecast of the likely order of future composite implementation in subsonic transport aircraft structure is also presented.

Section 4 provides a description of the ATCAS program scope. This includes a definition of the baseline vehicle, fuselage barrel section, and quadrants. Load paths for the baseline fuselage section are discussed. The schedule and DBT approach followed by ATCAS are also summarized in this section.

Section 5 presents the ATCAS crown, keel, and side quadrant panel concepts, with a special emphasis on design features recommended at the end of Phase B. Critical issues related to cost, design, manufacturing, and maintenance are also identified. Detailed design, manufacturing scale-up, and structural evaluations focused on some critical issues in most areas of the crown and keel quadrants. Studies addressing the side quadrant were primarily focused on the windowbelt.

Section 6 provides final Phase B assessments on the cost and weight of each quadrant. A synthesis of the cost components for each quadrant helps to identify key areas for future development. A comparison of the total barrel cost versus aluminum is also presented in this section.

Section 7 constitutes most of the report, providing a discussion of major program findings in all of the functional areas considered in ATCAS. This includes subsections on manufacturing, materials & processes, structures, maintenance, and the design cost model (worked under the initiative called Cost Optimization Software for Transport Aircraft Design Evaluation, COSTADE).

Section 8 provides a summary of the current status of composite fuselage development and recommendations for future study. Benefits derived from an integrated approach to product development are also discussed.
### 3.0 BOEING ADVANCED COMPOSITES

#### 3.1 Today's Technology

During the past two decades, Boeing and other US. manufacturers have made large investments in composite technology for military and commercial aircraft structures. The rate of increasing composite implementation has been paced by considerations such as national defense, commercial economics, and resource dilution. US. commercial applications have lagged those of our military by about 10 years, as shown in Figure 3-1.

![Figure 3-1: Percent use of advanced structural composites.](image)

US. manufacturers' investment in composite research and development (R&D) has been augmented by government aeronautics R&D. This provided the technical basis for several commercial and military production programs. The combination of R&D and production has combined to yield an educated work force, manufacturing centers, equipment, process & material specifications, computing capabilities, design criteria, structures manuals, testing facilities, and supplier/manufacturer relationships.

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, the technical feasibility of composite structure for commercial airframes was evaluated. These studies were justified by potential weight savings and concerns about the rising cost of fuel. Several NASA-funded R&D programs culminated in prototype composite hardware that were certified and flown on Boeing 727 and 737 jets. The most significant of these efforts was five shipsets of 737-200 horizontal stabilizers that were certified in 1982 and entered service in 1984 (see Figure 3-2).
The NASA-ACEE/Boeing 737-200 composite horizontal stabilizer program, which ran from July 1977 to December 1981, resulted in the first primary structural application of advanced composite materials to a Boeing commercial aircraft. The objectives of this program (refs. 1 and 2, NASA Contract NAS1-15025), were to (1) design and fabricate an advanced composite stabilizer that met the same criteria as those for the existing B737-200 metal stabilizer but with 20% weight saving, and (2) to obtain realistic production cost data. Coupon, element, and subcomponent tests, and full scale ground testing of a left-hand stabilizer were performed to obtain FAA certification for commercial operations. Five shipsets of complete stabilizers were fabricated and assembled to B737-200 aircraft which commenced commercial airline operations in March 1984.

All technical program goals for the NASA-ACEE/Boeing horizontal stabilizer program were achieved. Boeing also obtained significant design, fabrication, assembly, test, and certification experience with composite primary structure during this program. Due to the limited production run, fabrication processes were essentially manual methods and the costs of the 737-200 composite stabilizers were found to not be competitive with metal stabilizers. The integrated team that Boeing formed for this NASA sponsored program proved to be very effective and was used as the model for the 777 composite empennage.

This and other NASA programs, such as the 727 composite elevator program (NAS1-14952) and the 737 spoiler program (NAS1-11668), provided the impetus for some commercial applications (i.e., numerous secondary structures on 737, 757, and 767 Boeing aircraft). However, most of the experience base in the 1980s was directed towards strategic military applications. Much of Boeing's composite resources were applied to primary structures for B2, V-22, and A6 programs shown in Figure 3-3.

Initial Boeing military applications were driven by weight, performance, configuration, and other mission requirements. Boeing's participation with Northrop Corp. and Vought Aerospace in the US. Air Force B2 stealth bomber program included responsibilities for the aft center section and outboard wing sections. Boeing developed and demonstrated composite fuselage and wing technology for the V22 Osprey (partners with Bell- Textron)
under US. Navy contract and is now applying it to the production airplane. The re-wing of A6 aircraft performed by Boeing for the US. Navy represents one of the largest US. composite primary structure production databases (178 shipsets). Boeing also worked with Lockheed under US. Air Force contract to develop and fabricate the first thermoplastic primary structure to be flown (F22 wing and body skin panels).

![B-2](image1) ![A-6](image2)

**B-2**
Largest application
(60-ft wing box)

**A-6**
Largest production run
(178 wing shipsets)

Boeing was committed to the development and production of composite primary structures for military airplanes during the 1980s.

**V-22**
Wing and fuselage development

*Figure 3-3: Strategic US. defense applications in the 1980s made significant use of composites in primary structures.*

Composite flight components fabricated under NASA-ACEE funding have been in service on Boeing commercial aircraft for over twenty years. Service exposure data collected for these parts has not indicated any durability or corrosion problems. For example, Figure 3-4 shows the flight data for the five shipsets of composite horizontal stabilizers that were funded by NASA contract no. NAS1-15025 and entered service in 1984. As shown, these stabilizers have combined for over 133,500 flight hours and 130,000 landings as of May, 1995. A stabilizer from a Markair airplane, that was removed from service in June, 1990 with 17,300 flight hours, was received at Boeing and torn down for inspection. The component was free from any significant fatigue or corrosion damage.

Despite certification of prototype Boeing 737 horizontal stabilizers in 1982, the commitment of resources to high performance military aircraft slowed further commercial developments for the remainder of the 1980s. This allowed Airbus to implement composite empennage on several commercial aircraft prior to Boeing doing so on the 777. Airbus' commercial production experiences with horizontal stabilizers includes fuel containment for A330/340.
Slow-downs in military applications by the late 1980s allowed Boeing to commit sufficient composite resources to commercial stabilizer, wing, and fuselage programs. Empennage and wing structures were studied for an unducted fan-powered, 150 passenger, 7J7 aircraft. The former included detailed design, fabrication, and test. Fuselage was addressed in the NASA-funded ATCAS effort which is described in this report. Studies performed for the 7J7, plus subsequent product development for a larger aircraft, provided the technical basis and confidence for Boeing's commitment to commercial production of 777 composite empennage structure. The Boeing 777 empennage completed certification in May, 1995 and several shipsets have recently entered service (see Figure 3-5).

**Figure 3-4:** Flight data for NASA-ACEE/Boeing 737 horizontal stabilizers as of May, 1995.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tail No.</th>
<th>Airline</th>
<th>Installation</th>
<th>Hours</th>
<th>Landings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N314DL</td>
<td>Delta</td>
<td>3-13-84</td>
<td>30,455</td>
<td>28,415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N307DL</td>
<td>Delta</td>
<td>3-16-84</td>
<td>30,020</td>
<td>27,918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N670MA</td>
<td>Markair</td>
<td>5-11-84</td>
<td>17,302</td>
<td>19,295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N671MA</td>
<td>Markair</td>
<td>6-22-84</td>
<td>24,369</td>
<td>22,923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N672MA</td>
<td>Markair</td>
<td>8-18-84</td>
<td>31,360</td>
<td>30,806</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Removed from service in 6/90

**Figure 3-5:** Boeing 777 aircraft use composites in primary empennage structure.
Composite development in the 1980s have provided a valuable resource for national defense and a technical foundation for primary aircraft structures. To date, military and commercial benefits of composites on Boeing airplanes include reduced weight (on the order of 20%), improved fatigue performance, and reduced corrosion. Additional military benefits relate to airplane configuration, low observable signature characteristics, stiffness, and dimensional stability.

Boeing's commitment to the 777 composite empennage has provided valuable data from the first large commercial production run. Since 1993, the 777 production program has made significant advancements which will benefit future composite applications at Boeing. The 777 manufacturing facility was brought on-line within cost projections and an aggressive schedule. Large reductions in the fabrication and assembly labor content for early shipsets indicate learning curve improvements which are steeper than previous military experiences. Numerous process and quality improvements have occurred since the start of the program. This includes advancements in assembly technology and design solutions which have led to reduced tooling costs for derivatives in the 777 family of aircraft.

3.2 Future Commercial Implementation

Boeing is committed to producing transport airplanes that reduce total operating costs and increase airline revenue. The Boeing Company designs, manufactures, and provides service support for a family of airplanes that meet customer needs in every commercial transport market. Delivering value has been the key to customer satisfaction in Boeing products. Figure 3-6 shows the current Boeing airplanes, representing 737, 757, 767, 777, and 747 families. Figure 3-7 shows the approximate range and number of seats for aircraft currently available from all major airframe manufacturers. Note that Boeing airplanes span a wider area in the graph than both other manufacturers combined.

Airlines have posed requirements for a number of new technologies, including advanced structural materials such as composites. Composite technology must add economic value by reducing total life cycle costs. Market pressures are forcing this to include lower airplane acquisition costs. Design and production costs for commercial airplanes must be lower. Maintenance costs for composite structures, including lost revenue due to down-time, cannot be greater than aluminum to avoid offsetting performance advantages from lighter weight. The maintenance and repair procedures for composite structures must also not require an extensive investment in special facilities and equipment.

Primary barriers to expanded composite applications in commercial transport wing and fuselage structures are threefold. First, reductions in manufacturing costs are needed to achieve the breakthrough decrease in total life cycle costs desired by airlines. Second, maintenance-related issues for composite structures must be resolved to gain full airline customer acceptance. Third, advancements in composite manufacturing, structures, and maintenance technology must be captured in a production-ready form to support DBTs. Future DBTs will be expected to meet increasingly aggressive timelines for cost-effective product definition and just-in-time production that meets changing market demands.
Figure 3-6: Current Boeing transport airplanes.

Figure 3-7: Approximate range and seats for passenger aircraft currently on the market.
3.2.1 A Path To Future Applications

As shown in Figure 3-7, Boeing's airplane families span the complete range and payload space for transport aircraft. This places Boeing in a unique position when considering new technologies. For example, Boeing desires to continue offering airplanes for this entire space, while seeking commonality between products as an advantage to airline customers. Assuming composite technologies continue to advance and achieve the desired value for future aircraft, the application of primary composite structures to all Boeing families will require time. For example, the current fleet of Boeing airplanes were developed over a period of several decades.

Ongoing production of the 777 empennage, including design and manufacturing solutions for derivative aircraft, provides a strong impetus for future composite applications. For example, this experience will directly establish an acceptable cost for subsequent composite empennage.

Future penetration of composites into the Boeing fleet will be paced by available resources (manpower and facilities) and advancements in technology to achieve superior value. As shown in Figure 3-8, the addition of wing and fuselage structures will likely occur incrementally. Each successive implementation of composite structures will consume more resources. The total resources needed at any one time includes those for new components (e.g., wing or fuselage) and those to sustain applications that subsist (e.g., empennage and secondary structures). As a result, strategic planning and employee training will be needed. This will become even more of an issue with future emphasis on reduced program cycle times.

The implementation order shown minimizes risk by starting with Boeing's current technology base and establishing incremental improvements.

Figure 3-8: One scenario for implementation of cost-optimized subsonic composite aircraft structures.
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The implementation scenario shown in Figure 3-8 suggests that primary wing structure might be a desirable Boeing application of composites beyond empennage. This is based on the similarity of wing and empennage (i.e., horizontal stabilizer) structures. Another reason for wing before fuselage could be that primary structures constitute approximately 75% of the wing's weight but only about 40% of its cost. Much of the cost of wing structure is in moving parts located in the leading and trailing edges. The effect of composite weight savings can be maximized while costs are incrementally reduced to achieve the value needed for primary wing applications. In fuselage, primary structures constitute most of the cost and weight. As will be discussed later, a composite fuselage also has significantly more technical challenges to solve prior to implementation.

A team was established in 1993 to integrate Boeing's composite development plans for commercial aircraft structures. This team consists of members from existing Boeing production programs, R&D (both internal and government-funded), and customer support. The team determines and updates strategies for composite structures development based on continuous value assessment of the technology, starting with an understanding of current production costs.

Boeing continues to pursue initiatives in each functional area of composite technology development. In manufacturing, processes crucial to achieving total production costs below metals are being pursued. Progress in solving service-related issues is being monitored to help identify the technology developments needed to gain customer acceptance. This includes maintenance R&D to ensure procedures evolve to achieve inspection, repair and down-time costs below metal. Structural design initiatives are focused on the integration of producible and dependable composite design concepts. The technologies discussed throughout this report are an integral part of Boeing's composite development plan.

A Boeing process was established to monitor the cost credibility and maturity of composite technologies. Figure 3-9 shows stages that are part of the process to help guide composite development from initial conception through production. Note that some overlap exists between timelines for each stage (e.g., Stages 3 & 4 are linked to support technology transfer to production). Exit criteria have been defined for every stage to track the progress of key technology deliverables in each functional area. Figure 3-10 shows several examples of potential deliverables.

In order to complete each development stage, Boeing composite initiatives must first provide the necessary data to pass cost evaluations, and second, upgrade technology deliverables to meet goals for the specific stage. Cost evaluation is a crucial task because inputs are required from design, manufacturing, and maintenance. Development funds increase commensurate with more rigorous cost evaluations and technology achievements for each of the first four stages shown in Figure 3-9. The use of representative structure and gated development ensures affordable technology readiness before committing to production. It is also consistent with the goal to develop technology in a form needed to reduce cycle times.
3.2.2 Estimated Value of Composite Technology

Composite technology has the potential to improve the value of transport aircraft in a number of ways. Several numerical parameters, of interest to a potential airplane's owner, are available for comparing the value of new technology. Total direct operating cost (Total DOC) provides one of the best quantitative measures of the combined impact of
airplane acquisition costs, weight, fuel efficiency, and reliability. New technology that decreases the Total DOC is attractive to airlines. Figure 3-11 shows typical components of Total DOC for a wide-body commercial airplane. Note that ownership costs are part of the Total DOC which differs from another measure of value, Total Aircraft Related Operating Costs (TAROC), only in the exclusion of indirect costs (e.g., cabin crew, administrative, and landing fees).

With fuel prices at their current levels, Figure 3-11 shows that acquisition cost is the largest component of Total DOC. The current economic state of many airlines is such that they are unwilling to pay extra for new technologies, such as composite structures, that have the potential to pay back over time (e.g., reduced fuel costs due to weight savings). Instead, composite structures must provide both near and long term cost advantages. The insert at the bottom of Figure 3-11 shows that the airframe, including wing, fuselage, and empennage structure, represents approximately half the ownership costs.

Note that when composite structures were first introduced, fuel costs were high and represented a greater portion of the Total DOC than that shown in Figure 3-11. Figure 3-12 shows predictions of how total DOC reduces with structural weight savings for the entire airframe. Inserts in the figure show that structures represent the largest component of operating empty weight (OEW). Benefits of structural weight savings increase significantly when considering engines that are scaled to take full advantage of the weight savings. When determining how weight savings for any particular part of the aircraft decreases Total DOC, the total "structural weight savings" must first be calculated before using the graph in Figure 3-12. For example, 20% weight savings in primary wing structure results in a significantly lower number for total structural weight savings.

The graph in Figure 3-13 shows the predicted results of a simple analysis to convert the cost and weight savings potential of composite technology into Total DOC for
empennage, wing, fuselage, and their combination. The ranges which are illustrated represent un-cycled (lower limit) and cycled (upper limit) predictions due to the un-cycled savings goals for components shown in the table insert. The Total DOC savings potential is dependent on significant savings in both manufacturing cost and structural weight.

![Structural Weight Savings](image)

**Figure 3-12:** Estimates of the value of structural weight savings.

![Aircraft OEW Breakout](image)

**Figure 3-13:** Estimates of total DOC improvements possible with composite cost and weight savings goals.

The fuselage cost saving goals shown in Figure 3-13 are significantly higher than those for wing, relating to specific incremental manufacturing improvements identified and the longer timeline until fuselage implementation. A realization of both these issues led to Boeing's desire to develop fuselage technology in the ACT program. Note that 10 to 20% cost or weight savings for any particular structural component result in small percentage changes in the aircraft acquisition costs, OEW, and Total DOC. However, small changes
in Total DOC directly impact airline earnings. Total DOC savings as high as shown in Figure 3-13 would represent advanced aircraft with huge benefits to airlines.

In addition to changes in total DOC for advanced composite structures technology, other economic measures are also important to customers. For example, composite weight savings can increase range and/or payload capacity. Such benefits provide flexibility in transport aircraft use, including the potential for expanded shipping markets. The improved fatigue performance and corrosion resistance of composite structures may also extend the useful life and/or decrease maintenance costs of transport aircraft. Although Total DOC can be used to quantify potential composite maintenance or life benefits, no attempts were made to do so in Figure 3-13.

The commercial aerospace industry is striving to reduce product cycle times (definition, production, and support), yielding affordable and reliable aircraft in time to capture aggressive markets of the future. Increased engineering efficiency is dependent on a strong tie between development and application DBTs. Strategies from the previous subsection also describe Boeing's commitment to capture the advanced technologies in forms suitable for rapid response to production needs.

Figure 3-14 shows the benefits of reduced product development cycle times, assuming the same non-recurring program costs but early entry into service. Note that this "cost of money" benefit can help reduce costs for either the manufacturer, user, or both. Potential Total DOC savings shown in the chart assume all of the savings achieved are passed on to the customers. A 12 month reduction in cycle time yields a benefit similar to that possible from composite wing technologies shown in Figure 3-14.

Figure 3-14: Estimated value of reduced cycle time to market.
4.0 ATCAS PROGRAM SCOPE

The primary objective of ATCAS has been to develop an integrated technology and demonstrate a confidence level that permits the cost- and weight-effective use of advanced composite materials in primary structures of future aircraft with the emphasis on pressurized fuselages. This objective is consistent with Boeing's strategies for the development of advanced composite technologies for transport aircraft structure.

Work performed in Phases A and B of the ATCAS program relate to all of the first stage (concept select) and part of the second stage (concept development) used to monitor technology readiness (see Figure 3-9).

The ATCAS program cost and weight goals, including aircraft resizing, are:

1.) 20 to 25% reduction in acquisition costs, and
2.) 30 to 50% reduction in structural weight.

These goals are expressed relative to state-of-the-art aluminum technology. Note that aircraft resizing for the weight saved yields both cost and weight benefits.

4.1 Baseline Fuselage Section

Figure 4-1 shows the baseline fuselage section used for ATCAS studies. It has a constant diameter of just over 20 feet, and a length of 33 feet. This section is immediately aft of the main landing gear wheel-well and is representative of Section 46 on a current widebody Boeing airplane.

Section 46 was selected because it contains many of the structural complexities and manufacturing issues found throughout the fuselage while avoiding higher program tooling costs associated with non-constant cross-sections. It contains window belts, cutouts for passenger doors and a large cargo door, passenger and cargo floors with stanchions, and very high keel beam loads introduced at the forward end of the belly. In addition, this section has high loads in the forward end that diminish to much lower loads in the aft end, allowing transition to minimum gage structure. Therefore, structural scale-up of the baseline section requires consideration of a wide range of critical design criteria and load cases, such that the resulting technology is applicable to other areas of the fuselage.

Also shown in Figure 4-1 are the four panel assemblies, called quadrants, comprising the ATCAS baseline barrel segment at the end of Phases A and B. Top, side, and bottom quadrants have been referred to as crown, side, and keel panels, respectively. The baseline crown is a stringer-stiffened skin concept, while both keel and side quadrants are sandwich panels. The keel quadrant is a panelized concept that transitions from a thick laminate (in the forward end) to sandwich construction (in the aft end). Due to resource limitations, ATCAS studies have assumed similar left and right side quadrants, eliminating the right side cargo door. However, many issues associated with the cutout reinforcement structure for the cargo door are addressed through passenger door cutout reinforcement developments.
Some changes in the size of the ATCAS quadrants have occurred during the course of the program. For example, the original crown quadrant defined by a DBT chartered to select baseline concepts in 1990 (ref. 3) was smaller (i.e., 90°) than that shown in Figure 4-1. The crown's arc length was increased, based on the recommendations of a special DBT assembled in 1992, helping to reduce the size of each side quadrant. Additional recommended changes in the quadrant sizes prior to future developments that include full-scale demonstrations (e.g., increasing the keel quadrant arc length) will be discussed in Section 6.5.

The quadrant arrangement reduces the number of longitudinal splices from ten (typical of metal aircraft) to four. The only quadrant in Figure 4-1 comparable in size to a typical metal fuselage panel is the 34° keel. The metal fuselage is constrained to ten panels due to size limitations in rolling highly polished aluminum skins. However, automated riveting is used to reduce longitudinal splice assembly costs, and the rivets themselves cost pennies.

Large quadrant skin panels were selected for ATCAS to reduce panel assembly costs and leverage the size-related efficiencies of the automated fiber placement (AFP) process for laminated skins. The baseline section has the advantage of six less longitudinal splices which, for carbon composite structure, require the use of expensive titanium bolts rather than the low-cost aluminum rivets used in metal fuselage. However, the larger composite crown and side panels present significant technical issues, such as the handling and assembly of large, stiff structures. Typically during the assembly of current metal fuselage sections, the skins and stringers are left unfastened for approximately 30 inches at each circumferential splice so that the individual stringers can be "wiggled" for splice alignment. Some payoff also occurs in the assembly of frames at longitudinal splices. Accurate
control of the as-cured dimensional and positional tolerances for large panels with bonded element configurations is required to achieve the cost benefits of the quadrants.

4.2 Fuselage Load Conditions

The aft fuselage of a conventional commercial airplane is loaded as a beam by pitch and yaw maneuvers. Pitch maneuvers can induce high axial loads in the crown and keel with high shear in the side panels. Yaw maneuvers can induce high axial loads in the side panels. In addition to these flight induced loads the fuselage is loaded with internal pressure due to the need to maintain cabin conditions of no higher than 8000 feet, even though most commercial aircraft cruise at altitudes of 30,000 to 40,000 feet.

The dominant load cases vary for each area of the fuselage study section. The crown is dominated by pitch-axis body bending load cases that result in peak axial tension and lesser reversed compression. The keel is also dominated by pitch-axis body bending cases that induce high axial compression and lesser reversed tension loads. These load cases are amplified at the forward end due to large cutouts for the landing gear wheel well. Large shear conditions are induced in the transition region between the keel and side quadrants as the concentrated axial loads are redistributed to the lower aft fuselage. The side is critical for shear loading induced from pitch-axis bending as well as axial loading due to yaw-axis bending (e.g., engine-out and rudder maneuvers).

Additional load cases, including those with cabin pressure, are critical to all three fuselage areas in the circumferential direction. These are particularly important with respect to panel damage tolerance, fuselage frames, and longitudinal splice joints. Pressure loads must also be considered applied simultaneously with pitch and yaw maneuvers. Typical maximum operating pressure differential for a wide-body commercial airplane is 8.0-9.0 psi, with an "Ultimate" internal pressure alone case being two factors of the maximum cabin pressure relief valve setting (e.g., 2.0 x 9.1 = 18.2 psi).

As discussed above, critical loads for the section 46 crown and keel areas include axial loads, emanating from flight maneuvers, that vary from high at the forward end to relatively low at the aft end. Crown loads are easy to visualize because the only major cutouts that interrupt crown load paths are passenger doors that exist in the side quadrants. As a result, the task of blending structural details in the crown panel is relatively simple in comparison to other quadrants. Figures 4-2 and 4-3 show maximum crown tension and shear loads, respectively. Maximum tension loads gradually diminish moving forward to aft. Crown shear loads are relatively low except adjacent to the passenger door cutout.

The forward end of the keel panel in Section 46 has to redistribute huge axial compression loads related to a critical pitch maneuver. These loads are induced by fuselage cutouts for the center wing box and main gear cavities. In a metal aircraft, discrete keel beam chords

---

1 Loads plotted in Figures 4-2 through 4-10 represent "Ultimate" conditions
introduce the high axial loads into Section 46. Axial compression loads typical of the keel beams of current wide-body aluminum airplanes can be as high as 600,000 lb in each of the two chords.

Figure 4-2: Maximum tension loads (kips/in) in the crown quadrant.

Figure 4-3: Shear loads (kips/in) associated with maximum tension loads in the crown.
Figures 4-4 and 4-5 present typical axial and shear load contours for a critical load case in the lower side and keel area of Section 46 in an aluminum fuselage. Loads shown in these figures were summarized from a finite element model (FEM) of the baseline metal fuselage, representing results based on typical aluminum stiffness and cross-sectional areas. The load contours plotted in these figures include only the loads distributed in the skin and stringers, not the loads occurring in the keel chords. Figures 4-4 and 4-5 help to show how the loads are perturbed by passenger door and right-hand side cargo door cutouts, and how the keel chord load redistribution interacts with the cargo door to produce unsymmetric keel and side panel load contours.

![Figure 4-4](image)

**Figure 4-4:** Typical keel and lower side panel axial compression loads (Kips/in) for an aluminum fuselage.

Figures 4-4 and 4-5 also give a sense of how load redistribution due to cutouts affect the keel and side panel design details. In order to meet airplane weight and mission goals, the structure must be efficiently tailored for the load contours associated with door and wheel well cutouts. For example, on the metal fuselage, the aluminum skin thickness changes from 0.07 inch in minimum gage areas to 0.50 inch (including the bear strap reinforcement) at the passenger door cutouts, and up to 0.30 inch at the forward end of the keel panel, with discrete keel beam chords each having an area of 12.0 in².
Compression and shear loads for the composite keel quadrant are shown in Figures 4-6 and 4-7, respectively. The ATCAS panelized keel design, first introduced in ref. 4, effectively smears the concentrated loads reacted from discrete chords into a more even distribution in the forward end. As previously mentioned, the rear cargo door cutout was eliminated from the ATCAS Section 46 design. As a result, the aft keel has a more symmetric load distribution than that illustrated in Figures 4-4 and 4-5.

Figure 4-5: Typical keel and lower side panel shear loads (Kips/in) for an aluminum fuselage.

Figure 4-6: Maximum compression loads (Kips/in) in the composite keel quadrant.
Figure 4-7: Maximum shear loads (kips/in) in the composite keel quadrant.

Unlike the crown and keel, the side quadrant is affected by numerous load cases (ref. 5). Critical loads for the side panels include a) shear combined with internal pressure, and b) either tension or compression axial loads combined with internal pressure. Figures 4-8, 4-9, and 4-10 summarize the maximum axial tension, compression, and shear for critical side panel load cases. Redistribution of keel loads are evident at the bottom of these figures. The passenger door is seen to have an effect similar to that predicted by the metal FEM model in Figures 4-4 and 4-5. Note loads induced by the overwing longeron, which is forward and below the door cutout.

Figure 4-8: Maximum axial tension loads (kips/in) in the composite side quadrant.
Figure 4-9: Maximum axial compression loads (kips/in) in the composite side quadrant.

Figure 4-10: Maximum shear loads (kips/in) in the composite side quadrant.
The side panel is also dominated by numerous design details interacting with the overall fuselage loading that exacerbate local load levels. Examples of these are load path discontinuities caused by passenger door cutouts, windows, and major attachments (e.g., over-wing longeron and floor structure). A wide range of load conditions must be considered for the side due to these local details. For instance, ground conditions are critical for some elements of the door reinforcement structure while emergency landing conditions must be considered for the circumferential frames and the passenger and cargo floor support structure.

In order to meet the cost and weight saving goals versus a metal fuselage, ATCAS keel and side quadrants must be efficiently tailored for the major load redistribution associated with door and wheel well cutouts. Additional discussions of the loads used for fuselage design, including a description of the composite FEM internal loads model, can be found in ref. 6.

4.3 Schedule

Timelines for the ATCAS program outlined a critical path for concept selection, and then focused development of the associated technologies. This sequence was followed for each quadrant. Figure 4-11 shows the Phase A/B schedules, including milestones that culminate in the selection of design and manufacturing concepts for each quadrant. Figure 4-12 shows the Phase A/B schedules with milestones for major hardware demonstrations that occurred during the course of the program.

![Figure 4-11: Top-level schedule used in Phases A and B, showing milestones for cost and weight trade studies.](image-url)
As shown in Figure 4-11, baseline design and manufacturing concepts were selected for all quadrants in the first year, helping to focus other NASA Advanced Composite Technology (ACT) initiatives. Only the crown concept was subjected to rigorous cost and weight trades in 1990 (see ref. 3). Cost and weight trades resulting in the selection of a sandwich keel quadrant were completed in 1991 and are documented in ref. 4. Side quadrant development was delayed until 1992 due primarily to manpower limitations. A cost and weight trade for the left side quadrant was completed at the start of 1994, resulting in a change in the baseline concept from a stringer-stiffened skin panel to sandwich (ref. 5). Discussions in Section 6 will highlight the importance of sandwich designs and manufacturing processes to achieving ATCAS program cost saving goals.

Major hardware demonstrations were performed for areas of the fuselage section identified in Figure 4-12, each having unique design details and manufacturing challenges. All such demonstrations started with the detailed design and fabrication of curved panels having dimensions on the order of 7 ft. by 10 ft. Loads used for the former were characteristic of that portion of the full-scale quadrant under investigation. Many major hardware demonstrations had multiple purposes. For example, time trials and manufacturing tolerance measurements were crucial to the cost and producibility databases, respectively. Most panels were also used in structural tests performed at Boeing or NASA. In addition, some panels were used for maintenance trials (i.e., aft crown and mid keel panel repair) prior to structural evaluation.

A unique database was generated for each quadrant. Most developments for the baseline crown concept (a hat-stiffened panel with bonded frames) ended in 1993. The large
number of major panels fabricated for the crown addressed the repeatability of advanced manufacturing processes (refs. 7 and 8). Benchmark crown panel tests using a pressure box at Boeing and NASA Langley Research Center have been focused on damage tolerance. The NASA tests are still in progress. The three classes of sandwich keel hardware demonstrations included: (i) minimum gage aft panels (10 ply facesheets), (ii) a panel for the mid portion with increased facesheet gage (30 plies), and (iii) a panel having ply build-ups representative of the forward keel. Additional evaluations for these panels included stability, damage tolerance, repair, and load redistribution. Finally, side quadrant demonstrations were limited to two windowbelt panels which will be tested under various combined load scenarios.

4.4 Approach

The DBT approach selected for use in ATCAS was initially described in ref. 3. As discussed in ref. 9, this approach has evolved during the program to become more efficient, minimizing the number of meetings needed to direct team activities and make program decisions. Some of the improvements over time can be attributed to maintaining a core ATCAS team with minimum reassignment of members to other activities in their respective companies. Another key to improved efficiency was to empower smaller teams with responsibilities for specific tasks, including control of an allocated portion of the budget and detailed schedules. This was particularly beneficial for those tasks that involved coordination between team members inside and outside Boeing.

Figure 4-13 shows the four steps used for Phase A/B studies in each quadrant. As discussed in greater detail by ref. 10, these steps have proven crucial to the initial development of cost-effective ATCAS technologies with limited production experience. The first step in Figure 4-13 identifies a value-added concept. The second and third steps continually update the fourth, which relates to cost credibility and the associated technology database. The available resources (manpower and budget) and design complexity led to some differences in the timelines and progress achieved for each quadrant. As a result, the relative timelines in Figure 4-13 represent an average of that occurring for the crown, keel, and side quadrant studies.

During the first step, global evaluation, concepts were selected based on cost and weight trade studies for the design and manufacturing space of interest. Representative design detail was considered in global evaluation to establish manufacturing pre-plans and perform a bottoms-up cost estimate. This step of the DBT approach also yielded descriptions of manufacturing and technical issues for the selected concept, helping to focus subsequent development efforts.

The second step, local optimization, marked the start of detailed design development for the selected concept. This step in the approach was supported by process trials and building block tests. Local cost and weight trades included the preliminary use of design tools for structural sizing and cost prediction. This lead to the definition of major hardware demonstrations. During local optimization, functional disciplines also integrated their efforts to maximize the results generated per available budget. For example, process
trials were often used for structural tests, yielding building block data and some understanding of the effects of manufacturing "defects".
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These steps have been applied to crown, keel, and left side quadrants

Figure 4-13: Steps in the ATCAS technical approach.

Figure 4-13 shows that major manufacturing demonstrations and structural evaluations were performed following local optimization. Phase B scaleup resulted in the fabrication of curved subcomponent panels, including stiffeners, frames, and other design features. Milestones shown in Figure 4-12 represent areas of the fuselage chosen for major manufacturing and test evaluations. Manufacturing, structures, and maintenance studies performed in ATCAS always included correlation with supporting analyses to help update technology tools that represent the database.

The final step in the ATCAS approach shown in Figure 4-13 ran parallel to major manufacturing and test evaluations. It was used to capture the database for the design and manufacturing space that was explored. This included updates to the design cost model or other pertinent technology tools that document recommended design, manufacturing, or maintenance practices. In cases where additional concept development is needed (e.g., side quadrant), documented results include a better definition of problems that require more work and/or plans for further scaleup activities.

All technology tools developed as part of the fourth step in the ATCAS approach will be used for the next stage of composite fuselage development, including the definition of large scale hardware demonstrations and other sections of the fuselage barrel. Subsequent steps, similar to the last three in Figure 4-13, are also envisioned as cycles that update the database in preparation for production applications (see ref. 10).
5.0 QUADRANT CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

As discussed in the previous section, global evaluation activities resulted in the choice of a skin/stringer configuration for the crown, and sandwich construction for the keel and side quadrants [refs. 3-5]. The evaluation process was initiated first for the crown, then the keel, and finally the side quadrant. The relative maturity of the databases supporting each quadrant's development is similarly staggered. As a result, insights on the ATCAS crown concept are more extensive than those for the keel, which are more than those for the side. However, the keel and side databases are complementary since both involve sandwich design concepts.

This section starts with a synopsis of crown, keel, and side quadrant evolution. The configuration considered baseline at the end of Phase B will be highlighted for each quadrant. A more complete description of representative design details for each quadrant can be found in other ATCAS reports (refs 3 - 5, 33). Longitudinal and circumferential splice concepts are also presented, although detailed design has been limited by a lack of manufacturing and structural scale-up in this area during Phases A and B. Finally, critical technical issues for the ATCAS fuselage barrel are summarized in Section 5.5 as a prelude to discussions on cost assessments and technical progress in Sections 6 and 7.

5.1 Crown Design and Manufacturing Processes

The crown panel design is depicted in Figure 5-1. The stiffened skin design features cocured longitudinal hat-section (closed) stringers and cobonded J-section circumferential frames. The stringer spacing, which ranged from 12 to 17 inches during different stages of concept development, is 14 inches in Figure 5-1. The frames, spaced nominally at 21 inches, contain cutouts (referred to as mouseholes) to permit continuous stringers. The mouseholes necessitate flanges on the frames to ensure bending-stiffness continuity across the frame-stringer intersection. A discussion of the critical margins of safety for the baseline crown design shown in Figure 5-1 is presented in ref. 6.

The baseline manufacturing approach for crown panels involves AFP of skin charges on a convex mandrel. The stringer charges are fabricated using automated tape layup, and are then hot drape formed into a female tool using elastomeric mandrels. The skin and stringers are cocured on a hard outer-mold-line (OML) tool with semi-rigid inner-mold-line (IML) cauls. Braided/resin-transfer-molded (RTM) frames are cobonded to the skin during the same cure. Additional details on manufacturing methods can be found in ref. 8.

Skin, stringers, and frames used a standard modulus carbon fiber (Hercules AS4) in untoughened epoxy matrices. This selection was based on cost and weight trades that suggested that more expensive fiber types were not worth the weight savings possible in crown quadrant applications. The matrix used for the frame RTM process (Shell RSL 1895) was different than that used in skin and stringers (Fiberite 938). Additional details on the materials and processes can be found in ref. 11.
Design development of the crown concept selected in global evaluation started at the end of 1990. This was the first attempt to apply local optimization. In 1991, detailed design, building block tests, and process trials were performed to optimize the crown panel structure. During this time, a software tool for design cost modeling and structural analysis was developed to support cost and weight trade studies (ref. 12). The most critical design detail affecting cost in these studies was stringer spacing, due to its impact on numerous process steps. Near the end of 1991, an ACT initiative was established to enhance the software tool supporting design. As a contract modification to the ATCAS program, this initiative became known as Cost Optimization Software for Transport Aircraft Design Evaluation, COSTADE, (ref. 13-15).

The first crown design developed in local optimization utilized relatively soft skin and hard stringer layups (as related to laminate modulus in the quadrant axial direction). This design minimized both cost and weight and was damage tolerant but proved to be difficult to fabricate, causing warpage and tool entrapment problems in the initial crown manufacturing scale-up (ref. 9). Subsequent crown concept development using COSTADE evaluated a design that had improved producibility, while expanding the quadrant size from a 90°- to a 99°-segment (ref. 16). The resulting design had skin and stringer layups with stiffnesses that were more closely matched than that developed initially.
Near the end of ATCAS Phase A and B crown studies, additional COSTADE runs were performed using updated design criteria and the database generated through May, 1993 (ref. 17). Results from these studies confirmed the selection of crown materials and led to further potential improvements in skin and stringer layups, increasing the axial stiffness of both. The benefit of this crown design variation was that it improved producibility, repairability, and bonded frame integrity, while meeting more stringent axial damage tolerance criteria. The only reservation of this crown design variation was that the increased axial stiffness required additional fuselage analysis, tending to increase the crown loads while decreasing keel loads (ref. 18). However, such a shift in the loads may also be desirable, considering that composite structures are generally more efficient under tension than compression.

As mentioned in the previous paragraphs, early crown designs did not balance manufacturing, maintenance, and structural performance, while optimizing for cost and weight. The ability to balance all of the important design characteristics is directly related to the corresponding database. The advanced processes and innovative designs selected by ATCAS, in pursuit of aggressive cost and weight-savings goals, required sufficient data generation to isolate the key design and process drivers. For example, the original damage tolerance criteria, residual strength database, and related analysis methods for axial and hoop load cases were incomplete, leading to skin and stringer layups optimized for pressure damage containment. As a result, the axially soft skin layup (as compared to the stiffness in the hoop direction) had lower axial damage tolerance and was very difficult to repair. Bearing/bypass issues for the bolted repair led to a complex design with an inordinate number of fasteners.

Since the crown represented the first quadrant pursued by ATCAS, it also helped define the approach described in Section 4.3. Figure 5-2 shows the concept development steps applied to each quadrant. Initially, it was felt that the database generated during local optimization would provide the necessary insights to establish final design definition for manufacturing and structural evaluations. Experiences from the crown improved the ATCAS approach, primarily through the realization that subscale data available during local optimization was not sufficient to complete detailed evaluation. In addition, maintenance developments for the crown did not begin until after local optimization was completed. In subsequent studies, maintenance was given earlier attention. As shown in Figure 5-2, local optimization evolved to become the development step that provided the initial database and a design starting point for larger hardware evaluations.

Crown studies also indicated that the main purpose of manufacturing demonstrations and structural evaluations (middle step in Figure 5-2) was to update the technology database (final step in Figure 5-2). Such technology includes reliable define/build/maintain documentation and software discussed in Section 3.2.1. It was determined that larger manufacturing scale-up and demonstration articles were crucial to ensuring (1) fabrication developments leading to accurate process step definition, (2) design producibility, and (3) consideration of typical manufacturing variations and process-induced performance traits in structural assessments. As a result, overall concept development became dependent on the studies performed with sufficient subcomponent panel sizes.
Second, third, and fourth steps in the ATCAS approach.

Figure 5-3 shows the relative size difference between panels manufactured in Phases A and B versus the full-scale quadrant panels. Initial cure trials performed for local optimization used panel sizes less than or equal to the 3 ft. by 5 ft. curved panels shown in the figure. While these small panels yielded some useful information on the cure cycle and tooling details at stiffener and frame intersections, they were not large enough to provide the necessary information on manufacturing processes and tolerances. The ATCAS DBT selected larger 7 ft. by 10 ft. curved panels for the middle step in Figure 5-2. This size appears to be sufficient for determining if selected design concepts and processes have potential cost savings at the quadrant scale.

Figure 5-3: Large panel manufacturing demonstration.
Development of the ATCAS crown concept ended in 1993. Subsequent tests at NASA Langley have continued to evaluate structural performance. The primary crown design detail still in question at the end of Phase B relates to the use of a bonded frame with mouseholes that have no attachment to the hat stringers (see insert in Figure 5-1). Structural performance (e.g., discrete source damage arrestment) and reliability issues for this detail are discussed in ref. 6. Section 6.2 addresses cost and weight implications of a change to mechanically fastened frames. Note that some of the benchmark crown subcomponent panels fabricated and tested in ATCAS also evaluated a bolted frame design variation (ref. 6 and 7).

5.2 Keel Design and Manufacturing Processes

The keel panel design (Figure 5-4) utilizes a thick laminate to redistribute the high compressive keel chord loads at the forward end. The design transitions to sandwich construction as the loads redistribute towards the sides and diminish further aft. The thick laminate acts as a panelized keel chord by distributing the equivalent material of discrete keel chords (typical of conventional fuselage structure) across a wider panel area. This structure reacts a 1.4 million pound compression load induced by cavities in the fuselage shell (i.e., center wing box and landing gear wheel well), located forward of Section 46. Ply drops and core tapers are balanced such that a constant panel thickness — and therefore constant inner panel radius — is maintained to maximize frame commonality, thereby reducing fabrication tooling costs (ref. 10). Discussions on critical margins of safety for the baseline keel design shown in Figure 5-4 are presented in ref. 6.

Sandwich panel edges incorporate full-depth close-outs (rather than ramped-down edges) to simplify the frame contour interface, increase the edge bending stiffness, and provide the necessary structure for splice joint attachment. With this full-depth panel edge, the close-outs must protect the core from moisture ingress. The circumferential frames are cobonded constant J-sections. Longitudinal intercostals are required in the forward frame bays to stabilize the panel in the area of highest compression load. The attached cargo floor structure consists of discrete precured, pultruded floor beams and stanchions which are mechanically fastened to the frames.

The keel panel manufacturing approach is similar to that of the crown in the use of AFP, braided/RTM frames, OML cure tooling, and semi-rigid IML cauls. Additionally, individual honeycomb core pieces must be rough machined, heat formed to curvature, spliced together with the precured close-outs into a core blanket, and final machined prior to panel cure. The precured frames and intercostal attachment chord elements are cobonded to the sandwich panel. The intercostals are mechanically fastened to the attachment chords and cargo floor stanchions. Additional details on the manufacturing methods can be found in ref. 8.

Keel sandwich skins, frames, intercostals, floor beams, stanchions, and edge close-outs all used a standard modulus carbon fiber (AS4). This selection was based on cost and weight trades that suggested more expensive fiber types were not worth the weight savings possible in keel quadrant applications. The skins used a moderately toughened epoxy
matrix (Hercules' 8552) to balance desirable manufacturing properties with impact damage resistance, hot/wet strength, and notch sensitivity. This differed from the matrix selected for the crown, based on keel design drivers. The matrix used for the frame RTM process (3M's PR-500) was also different than that used in crown development (RSL 1895). The latter was not available at the time of keel studies. Note that Lockheed was responsible for the design and development of keel frames under their ACT contract (NAS1-18888). The keel honeycomb core material was Hexcel's HRP-3/16, changing in density from 12 lb/ft³ to 8 lb/ft³ moving from forward to aft portions of the panel. Additional details on the keel materials and processes can be found in ref. 11.

Figure 5-4. Baseline keel panel configuration.

Local optimization of the keel quadrant started in 1992. Most of keel concept development performed through 1994 concentrated on updating the skin panel design (ref. 19). A plan view of the panel bond assembly in Figure 5-5 shows the transitions from a solid laminate to a sandwich panel. As mentioned before, this transition is constrained such that a constant panel gage is maintained. This helps to eliminate part count and, hence, reduce cost. The design cost tool, COSTADE, was used to explore design options within the constant panel height constraint (ref. 20). More detailed analyses, including finite elements, were also performed for the forward keel to address stability, load redistribution, stress concentrations (tabouts and intercostal attachments), and the circumferential splice (see Section 7.3). A keel sandwich panel design, with the facesheet moduli shown in Figure 5-5, was selected based on the combined results of COSTADE and detailed analyses. This design underwent a detailed design review with Boeing fuselage and composites experts in the fall of 1994.
The first focus of manufacturing scale-up and structural evaluation was on minimum gage structure typical of the aft keel (1993). This was followed by work involving the mid keel (1994), and finally, the forward panel details (1995). The initial aft panel design ramped the edges from sandwich to laminate at longitudinal splices. This design feature was eliminated after initial studies identified manufacturing (ref. 21) and structural issues. Two improved keel to side longitudinal splice design concepts are illustrated in Section 5.4. Mid keel studies culminated with the fabrication of a large panel having 30-ply facesheets, which was used for bonded repair trials and a structural compression test. Significant efforts were applied in 1994 and 1995 to develop a cure cycle suitable for both thick laminate and sandwich portions of the keel design (ref. 22). A load redistribution panel was designed and fabricated for the forward keel to address AFP, core blanket fabrication, panel bond, and load path analysis issues. Sections 7.1 and 7.3 will continue discussions of the ATCAS keel manufacturing and structural studies. Refs. 6 and 8 also provide greater details on these subjects.

Keel quadrant studies included examination of sandwich panel close-out designs, fabrication processes, and bolted joint performance. Close-outs replaced honeycomb core material at sandwich panel edges where an improved barrier to moisture ingress and enhanced structural performance were required. Various concepts traded the ease of fabrication, weight savings, structural performance, and durability. Ref. 11 provides a summary of the results of some keel close-out elements (both longitudinal and circumferential splice concepts) that were built and tested. Some of the manufacturing demonstration panels described in the previous paragraph included candidate close-out designs and processes. Future efforts are needed in this area to optimize the design details and processes.
After Phase B keel concept development was completed, compression damage tolerance was found to depend on facesheet thickness. Residual strength test results indicated significant material property improvements for sandwich panels with thick laminated facesheets (versus those assumed in design, which were derived from test data for sandwich panels with thin facesheets). Referring back to Section 5.1, the final crown design variation (increased axial stiffness) would decrease keel loads. The combined effect of improved compression residual strength properties and lower keel loads will reduce the gage of the solid laminate in the front end of the keel. This will, in turn, allow the panel gage over the rest of the keel to also reduce (i.e., overall keel panel thickness is determined by design drivers in the forward end).

Another design issue given some attention during keel concept development was provisions for penetrations and external attachments associated with airplane systems. These are fairly common in the forward half of the keel, where the panel is covered by the wing-to-body fairing. There are bilge drain holes all along the length of the keel. There are also systems elements such as the VHF antenna shown in Figure 5-6. The metal structure contains a number of intercostals and clips to provide support for this antenna. One ATCAS concept entails embedding a triaxially braided composite tube in the keel panel that can accommodate fastener clamp-up loads and also provide reinforcement for the antenna.

![Image](reference.png)

*Figure 5-6: Keel design details - antenna support structure*

### 5.3 Side Design and Manufacturing Processes

The side panel design is shown in Figure 5-7. Most of the basic side skin-panel design features, materials, and manufacturing approach are similar to the keel panel. Additional full-depth close-outs are included at the window cutouts. The window and door reinforcement elements are precured and mechanically fastened to the skin panel, with the exception of the passenger-door auxiliary frames, which are cobbled during panel cure. The passenger floor structural elements are precured (pultruded or drape formed) and
mechanically fastened upon fuselage-section assembly. Discussions on critical margins of safety for the baseline side design shown in Figure 5-7 are presented in ref. 6. The focus of Phase B side manufacturing developments were on window-belt structure. Complementary efforts by Lockheed developed an alternate window-belt concept, involving ramped core details and IML tooling (NAS1-18888, refs. 23-26).

Some differences exist between materials used in the keel and side. Side element designs for door sill chords, door intercostals, and passenger floor beams and stanchions used an intermediate modulus carbon fiber (IM6). These selections were based on the importance of stiffness in these elements. All other composite components in the side quadrant used a standard modulus carbon fiber (AS4). Again, cost and weight trades suggested that more expensive fiber types were not worth the weight savings possible in most side quadrant applications. The same resin matrices selected for the keel were used in the side quadrant, depending on the material form and process used for specific detailed parts. Honeycomb core material selected for the side panel was Korex-1/8, with a density of 4.5 lb/ft³. This differs from the keel core selection based on side panel trade studies which indicated affordable weight savings. Lockheed was responsible for the design and development of side circumferential frames and window ring frames under their ACT contract (NAS1-18888, refs. 23-26). Northrop had ATCAS subcontracts to support the design and manufacturing development of selected passenger door design details (e.g., braided/RTM auxiliary door frames). Additional details on side materials, processes and manufacturing methods can be found in refs. 8 and 11.

Figure 5-7. Baseline side panel configuration (passenger floor structure omitted for clarity).
The selection of a sandwich design concept in side global evaluation (ref. 5) represented a major milestone in the ATCAS program. As discussed in Section 6.1, this decision was driven by the cost savings potential of sandwich concepts. The selection of a sandwich side quadrant also allowed joint development of side and keel technology in 1994 and 1995. Seven technical issues for sandwich structure were identified as critical items to address in this development. They are listed as follows:

- Reliable & cost-effective design details
  (including assessments of good and bad service experiences)
- Sandwich close-outs, attachments, and splices
- Manufacturing scale-up & detail strength evaluation
- Bonded frame integrity
- Sandwich panel repair
- Sandwich environmental durability
- Sandwich damage tolerance

This section will focus on a review of the first issue. A synopsis of progress with the others is presented in Section 7, including references for reports with more detailed discussion of the ATCAS database.

The first step of designing reliable and cost-effective structural details is to try to understand the history of sandwich parts that are currently flying in the commercial aircraft fleet. Taken as a whole, this is a complex task. There are design and fabrication quality issues from the manufacturer's side. From the airlines, insights range from horror stories to outstanding success, depending on who is consulted. Given these limitations, the facts and data that are currently available are the detailed reports that were received from the airlines on parts involved in the NASA-sponsored ACEE programs. These include composite sandwich parts, such as the ones shown in Figure 5-8, which were designed and manufactured to replace metal components that served the same function. Five shipsets of 727-Elevators have accumulated more than 331,000 hrs./189,000 cycles total in the fleet, and 108 737-Spoilers have accumulated more than 2,888,000 hrs./3,781,000 cycles total. The service exposure data collected for these parts has not indicated any durability or corrosion problems.

![Figure 5-8: Sandwich panel design precedents.](image-url)
Many production graphite-epoxy sandwich parts, such as trailing edge panels, engine cowls, landing gear doors, and fairings have demonstrated weight reduction, delamination resistance, fatigue improvement and corrosion prevention. Some thin-gage graphite-epoxy sandwich panels have had poor service records, due to issues such as fragility or inclusion of non-durable design details (e.g., improper core edge close-outs). One item that could have led to some of the design problems may be insufficient technology transfer from development efforts such as the successful NASA-ACEE programs.

Activities performed to support side quadrant development have utilized COSTADE in refining panel design details. The upper picture in Figure 5-9 shows how the side panel was segregated into zones during global evaluation. The worst loads in each zone dictated panel design for that entire region. The COSTADE analysis broke the side panel into 220 elements, with blending routines keeping track of ply layups across the panel so as to minimize starts and stops in ply layups. The lower graphic in Figure 5-9 shows the side panel zones used in COSTADE analysis, with shading that represents the shear stiffnesses per unit width for corresponding design optimization. Much of the upper aft portion of the panel is designed by damage resistance criteria (at least eight plies per facesheet); therefore, the resulting stiffnesses are slightly lower than the lightest shade of elements seen elsewhere. Since the keel is redistributing the load away from the narrow load path at the forward end, its stiffnesses are the same as or higher than the lower side, with values climbing up over 1 million lb./in. Door padup regions are not highlighted because their stiffness exceeds the darkest shade used in Figure 5-9. While the shear stiffness per unit width is less than 350,000 lb./in away from significant load redistribution areas such as the forward keel or door cutout, they are still higher than the crown.

Figure 5-9: Side panel design refinement using COSTADE.
The window belt region received only preliminary evaluation during the side panel global evaluation study. However, significant detailed analysis of this area was performed in 1994 and 1995 to support the design definition of subcomponent panels for manufacturing scale-up and structural evaluation. Several window belt design details have been investigated for a number of load cases from the forward end of Section 46. The window belt area selected for study represented a zone with relatively high loads but without any local influence from the over-wing longerons. The variables considered included layup, number of plies, window belt doubler width, window frame shape and size, and window close-out material and configuration.

Finite element analyses helped to (a) optimize the layup and width of the window belt doubler, (b) consider simpler window frame geometry (see Figure 5-10), and (c) assess differences in close-out details for the full-depth window cutout. The standard window frame in Figure 5-10 was designed to be equivalent to the original aluminum window frame, whereas the reduced height design (denoted "S" in the figure) takes advantage of the full-depth window cutout and the lack of a need for skin panel buckling restraint. Section 7.3 will give a synopsis of the finite element results. Additional details and associated results for all the configurations that were studied are given in refs. 18 and 27.

![Figure 5-10: Alternate window frame design details.](image)

Concurrent with the design study, selected window belt manufacturing processes have been under development, culminating in the fabrication of two 7-foot by 10-foot manufacturing demonstration panels with representative structural detail. Section 7.1 summarizes the associated process developments leading to these demonstrations and the subcomponent panel quality and cured tolerance measurements. Additional details on side manufacturing developments can be found in refs. 8, 23, and 28-30.
An extensive amount of design work remains to be accomplished in side quadrant concept development. As discussed in the previous paragraphs, the only detailed design work conducted for the side quadrant includes (i) zone refinement and extensive panel sizing activities using COSTADE and (ii) some detailed trade studies and sizing for windowbelt structure. Concepts identified during the side global design activity with the most attractive cost and weight reduction (see Sections 6.1 and 6.4), such as increased frame spacing (shown in Figure 5-11) or fabricating a full barrel without longitudinal splices, have yet to be studied in detail. This is largely due to Phase B resource limitations and the fact that these innovative concepts have synergistic impact on the design (both structural and systems interface) and manufacture of the entire barrel.

![Figure 5-11: Increased frame spacing panel design concept.](image)

5.4 Longitudinal and Circumferential Splices

Concepts for longitudinal splices between crown, keel, and side quadrants have been considered during ATCAS Phases A & B global and local studies. The same can be said for the forward and aft circumferential splices in each quadrant. Some element process trials, structural tests, and analyses were performed for both longitudinal and circumferential splice concepts. Manufacturing scale-up and structural evaluation of subcomponent splice panels require subsequent phases of study.

Some longitudinal splice concepts considered in ATCAS are shown in Figure 5-12. These lap splice concepts depend on the configuration of panels being joined (i.e., sandwich or skin/stringer). Different panel close-out concepts, ranging from solid laminate to hollow braided tubes, have been considered. Circumferential splice concepts are shown in Figure 5-13. Circumferential splice close-outs for sandwich keel and side panels are solid, and include partial rampdowns to accommodate external splice plates, while maintaining a smooth aerodynamic outer surface. The forward keel splice is more complex due to details in the wheel well cutout area and the magnitude of loads to be transferred from the keel beam.


Figure 5-12: ATCAS design concepts for longitudinal splices.
Figure 5-13: ATCAS design concepts for circumferential splices.
5.5 Critical Issues

Fifteen technical issues for baseline composite fuselage concepts were recognized as critical areas of technology development during the course of ATCAS studies. These issues appear in the low level boxes shown in Figure 5-14. Sections 5.5.1 through 5.5.15 provide a brief introduction of what each issue involves. Four elements of risk are also shown in Figure 5-14 as column headings that classify different types of issues. All critical issues combine to affect the overall program risk, denoted as the cost-optimized fuselage barrel in the figure. A complete set of issues were considered during concept selection. Many issues were also addressed in manufacturing demonstrations and structural evaluation. For example, the issues listed in Section 5.3 for ATCAS sandwich concept development are a subset of those shown for the integrated fuselage in Figure 5-14.

![Diagram of Critical Fuselage Issues](image)

**Figure 5-14:** Critical fuselage issues for baseline ATCAS concepts.

5.5.1 Full Barrel Assembly

Assembly of the full barrel, including panel and floor-structure subassembly, is a major cost center. The assembly costs of composite configurations must be minimized to counteract their higher material costs (composite and titanium fasteners) and achieve the desired cost advantages over metallic configurations. Lower costs are possible with ATCAS large quadrant panel sizes through a reduced number of major splices. Cocured and cobonded elements included with ATCAS baseline concepts also minimize subassembly operations assuming the cured element location tolerances and overall panel dimensional stability is achieved.

Additional assembly cost reductions can be obtained through changes in the tooling requirements and improved drilling/fastening methods. Assembly tolerance payoff of the
large configured ATCAS quadrant panels, however, is reduced due to their higher stiffness. To avoid the high costs of shimming joined interfaces, manufacturing tolerances critical to the assembly process must be identified and controlled. Fabrication and assembly capabilities must also be integrated with design methods to provide robust splice designs.

5.5.2 Quadrant Fabrication

To achieve program cost goals for composite fuselage, cost-effective fabrication processes for large configured quadrant panels must be developed. These processes must meet dimensional tolerance requirements that are acceptable for barrel assembly. Specifically, efficient layup of large tailored skin panels and stiffening elements, and subsequent control of panel thickness, element location, and panel deformations during cure are required. Methods for machining, forming, and splicing honeycomb core and for transferring and locating skins and core blankets during panel bond assembly must also be suitable for large quadrant sizes and element locational-accuracy requirements (e.g., window close-outs, attachment inserts).

Predictive methods (e.g., panel cure and warpage models) for determining the effects of design, tooling and process modifications on cured-panel characteristics support the cost-effective development of acceptable designs. Material and manufacturing-induced properties that are representative of selected processes must be quantified to perform such analysis. Results from subscale manufacturing trials can also help calibrate the models. The improved analysis can then be extrapolated to predict full-scale structure.

5.5.3 Flexible Tooling

Tooling for precured element fabrication, panel cure, and barrel assembly should compensate for design modifications related to typical loads updates and configuration changes without major rework. The importance of this issue will continue to increase into the twenty-first century as manufacturing agility is required for market-driven variations in product forms.

Many tooling concepts currently used for curing composite parts and assembling fuselage components require dedicated tools for each part. Extensive rework or complete replacement is often needed to accommodate design modifications. Tooling flexibility increases individual tool costs, but reduces the number needed and accommodates a range of design changes. However, it may also reduce tolerance control. An optimum balance must be sought between tooling flexibility, production requirements, and cycle-time.

5.4.4 Pre-cured Element Fabrication

Processes for full-scale precured composite elements with representative detail must be developed to meet manufacturing tolerance and cost goals for quadrant fabrication and barrel assembly. Proper tool design is required to attain uniform fiber/resin distributions and part cure. Dimensional tolerance control, which is influenced by processing parameters, part size, design details, and tool design, is necessary to maximize bondline
strengths and minimize splicing costs. Reliable surface preparation methods for bonded elements are also necessary to ensure consistent bondline strengths.

5.5.5 Material & Process Control

Efficient material and process control methods must be developed to ensure consistent performance of composite structures at an acceptable cost. Manufacturing costs are adversely affected by poor part quality (rework, repair, high scrap rates) and excessive dimensional variation (assembly difficulties, tolerance stack-up, shimming), while the associated variations in structural performance necessitate conservative design practices. Relationships between part quality and structural performance can be used to minimize total part cost by eliminating unnecessary limits on manufacturing tolerances and process parameters. In-line and post-fabrication inspection methods are required to control key attributes and ensure adequate structural performance.

The repeatability of automated processes, relative to traditional manual fabrication methods, should allow more efficient process control techniques to be applied. Fiber-tow prepregging, AFP, braiding, RTM, and pultrusion processes are evolving technologies for which process control methods are currently being established. Existing technologies such as honeycomb core manufacture, which have been optimized for secondary structure, may require improved process control methodologies for primary structural applications. The same may be true of the cure processes for large parts with highly varying design detail.

5.5.6 Design Cost Relationships With Manufacturing Processes

Design of cost- and weight-effective fuselage requires consideration of aircraft mission requirements and objectives, structural performance, and manufacturing costs. Traditional approaches of optimizing structural weight prior to addressing manufacturing methods result in excessively costly designs. Manufacturing process costs must therefore be considered throughout the design process. Materials must also be selected to balance performance and cost.

Cost-effective manufacturing methods alone are not sufficient to guarantee low costs. Subsequent design refinements must be directed to ensure the efficient use of selected processes. Individual manufacturing process efficiencies can strongly affect overall factory flow, and the associated rate tooling and factory space requirements. Cost prediction techniques for fabrication and assembly methods are needed for considering these aspects throughout the design process. As discussed in Section 3.2.2, procedures and design tools used to assess costs must be compatible with future desires to reduce product definition cycle times.

5.5.7 Damage Tolerance

Damage tolerant composite designs and the associated database must be developed to achieve safety standards which meet or exceed those of current aircraft structures. Important fuselage-related aspects include combined loads, damage-tip surface deformations resulting from internal pressure, and dynamic pressure release for discrete
source threats. The critical damage types (e.g., most severe, but least visible) must also be
determined and growth characteristics understood to support damage tolerant design and
affordable maintenance practices for selected composite concepts.

Specific issues related to ATCAS baseline design concepts include:

(a) selection of specific material/laminate combinations,
(b) effectivity and degradation of bonded frame and stringer attachments to the skins,
(c) effects of eliminating direct stringer-to-frame structural clips in the crown,
(d) lack of axial tear straps for damage arrestment in sandwich panel designs, and
(e) behavior of sandwich skins related to load redistribution between facesheets in
the presence of through-thickness damage asymmetries.

5.5.8 Strength and Stability

Complimentary stress analysis and allowables methods are needed to accurately predict
the strength and failure mode of critical structural details for efficient structural
configurations. Predictive techniques must account for the curvature and highly-varying
combined loads present in fuselage structure. Efficient load paths near areas of significant
variation in structural detail must be developed by iterating the design, local analyses, and
global loads model results. Methods for extending subscale test results to full-scale
configured structure are required to ensure time- and cost-effective application of the
technology. Consideration of material forms, fiber architectures, layups, configurations,
scale-induced attributes, and manufacturing processes during stiffness and strength
characterization is critical.

Important stiffness-related issues include:

(a) load distribution in the vicinity of splices and discontinuities, including cutouts,
   ply-drops and impact damage;
(b) stability performance of sandwich structure in the presence of combined
   compression/shear loading, disbonded and/or damaged facesheets, frame and/or
   intercostal details, and rapidly varying facesheet thicknesses, and
(c) load redistribution in post-buckled stiffened-skin concepts.

Strength issues include:

(a) combined loads effects,
(b) fastener load share, nonlinear bearing response, load redistribution, and failure in
   multi-fastener splices,
(c) interactions with major cutouts, and
(d) failure modes of medium- and heavy-gage sandwich structure, thick solid
   laminates, textile fiber architectures, and skin/frame bondlines.
5.5.9 Internal Load Paths

 Verified analytical techniques for simulating internal load paths in aircraft structure are needed for confident design development. Significant load variations are present in fuselage structure due to the presence of large cutouts (e.g., doors, wheel wells). Composite material anisotropy, post-buckling behavior, low transverse properties, and possible non-local response significantly alter internal load distributions from those of isotropic metal materials. Flexibility and local failure in mechanically-fastened joints also affect distributions.

 Representation of composite behaviors in global models for the several hundred load cases typically considered in production programs is currently limited by constraints on model size, solution cost, and schedules. Advancements in computational speed/storage and modeling/interpretation tools, however, are beginning to relieve these constraints. Semi-empirical material properties and structural representations may be required to accurately predict general load distributions with linear solution of global models.

5.5.10 Crash and Fire Worthiness

 Fuselage structural configurations need to protect passengers from specified crash loads, and provide some protection during post-crash fires to allow time for passengers to escape from the aircraft. Requirements (i.e., FAR 25.561) and objectives related to emergency landings and ditching for current aircraft types are designed to provide passengers with a reasonable chance of surviving the impact and evacuating the airplane. Structures supporting seats and interior components must be designed to withstand inertial loads in such situations without failure or deformation which would impede subsequent passenger egress. Emergency evacuation doors must be resistant to structural deformations that would cause them to jam during such landings. The design of composite fuselage structure to meet current emergency landing requirements is not expected to result in additional weight.

 Current requirements and objectives related to post-crash fire protection were developed around the ability to evacuate passengers from aircraft with aluminum fuselages. Criteria need to be established for composite fuselages to ensure equivalent safety levels. The key concern is whether the use of composite materials would adversely affect passenger evacuation. Composite materials are expected to offer better stiffness and strength retention in a fire than aluminum, thereby delaying loss of structural integrity. In addition, composites have been shown to be more resistant to burn-through than aluminum and are expected to be more effective in protecting the passenger compartment from an external fire. Composites are also expected to act as a better thermal insulator, reducing the risk of auto-ignition and smoke emission from interior materials. However, the composite material itself may ignite, introducing fire into the airplane interior. Smoke evolved by the composite on the cabin side may enter the passenger cabin and inhibit passenger egress. Generation of combustible smoke could result in a flash fire within the fuselage cabin.
5.5.11 Systems Attachments and Protection

Composite fuselage designs must consider systems interfaces (e.g., attachments, interiors support structure, penetrations, lightning protection) to ensure total cost savings over conventional fuselage structure. Design details associated with these systems often increase part complexity, eroding cost and/or weight savings. Lightning protection systems, if required, often involve the addition of metallic fiber coatings, meshes, or straps.

Local padups and mechanically fastened attachments may be required for some systems, depending on specific load levels. Fastened attachments and penetrations in sandwich panels must not provide moisture ingestion paths. The effects of local inserts used for these sandwich design details on manufacturing processes (e.g., core blanket fabrication) and cured panel tolerances will also need to be understood.

5.5.12 Composite to Metal Interface

Technology to interface composite and metal structural components must be resolved for optimized fuselage structures utilizing advantages of both classes of materials. Areas of significant metallic applications likely include the wing-to-body intersection (e.g., wing carry-through structure, main landing gear fittings) and the nose section. Solutions to the composite to metal interface issues may also allow earlier application of composite components in fuselage structure.

Important issues include safety, corrosion, mechanical joints, and durability. Efficient electrical isolation schemes at composite-to-aluminum interfaces are needed to inhibit galvanic corrosion of the aluminum. The differing stiffnesses and thermal expansion properties can also induce significant loadings where the materials are joined, affecting load sharing, static strength, and durability.

5.5.13 Repair

The acceptance of composite fuselage technology by production and airline maintenance personnel requires repairable design details, damage tolerant designs, and cost-effective and reliable repair methods. Repair issues must be considered throughout the design process to ensure development of cost-effective, repairable concepts that achieve a balance between structural weight and inspection/repair frequency. Joint efforts involving the appropriate personnel from both the manufacturer and airline can also help ensure the necessary maintenance technology is developed.

Maintenance procedures must be developed which allow economical operation of the aircraft while retaining the high safety levels exhibited by present technology. Clear, accurate instructions for rapid assessment and disposition of detected damage must be based on structural capability. Multiple repair options (e.g., bolted vs. bonded, temporary vs. permanent) and material/concept commonality across multiple locations will aid in minimizing airline maintenance costs. Efficient and reliable repair processes must be developed to address a range of damage scenarios, structural detail and on-airplane access. Inspection methods are required to ensure proper repair of critical damage.
Reliable analytical methods are also needed to ensure that repairs satisfy structural requirements.

5.5.14 Inspection and Quantification of the Effects of Damage
Cost-effective inspection methods suitable for aircraft maintenance are required for detecting and characterizing potential in-service damage. Damage resistant materials and structural design details are needed to minimize the need for repairs in service and to ensure long-term durability. Methods for quantifying the effects of damage on structural strength are necessary for rapid assessment and disposition of detected damage. Reliable non-destructive evaluation (NDE) procedures for damage characterization and models for predicting damage growth are needed to support these methods.

5.5.15 Durability
Demonstrating the durability of composite structures is essential to obtaining airline acceptance of composite fuselage design concepts. The durability of sandwich structures, full-depth sandwich splices, and bonded attachments are of particular concern. Materials and design details resistant to fatigue damage or defect growth under fatigue loads are also desirable. Accurate models for predicting fatigue damage formation and growth, and growth of manufacturing defects are needed to establish appropriate inspection intervals.

Environmental effects on material and structural performance must also be considered in design. Materials must be resistant to degradation by exposure to typical aviation fluids. Sandwich facesheets and core close-outs must be resistant to moisture ingestion. Core materials must also be resistant to moisture migration from local ingestion points such as those caused by barely visible damages.
6.0 COST AND WEIGHT ASSESSMENTS

Cost and weight assessments have been performed in the ATCAS program since 1990. The DBT approach to select initial concepts involved some modification to the serial process routinely applied by industry (i.e., design, followed by the definition of a manufacturing plan which, in turn, facilitates cost and weight estimates). The main difference in the initial concept selection applied by ATCAS related to the communication created between functional disciplines, allowing some parallel processing of the design and manufacturing data that affect cost. Over time, the ATCAS database and cost modeling tools established under the COSTADE initiative (ref. 14) allowed more efficient cost estimates of the evolving design and manufacturing concepts. The evolution of ATCAS cost and weight assessments formed the basis of a theoretical framework for design cost modeling. This framework is described in detail by ref. 10.

Cost estimates performed by ATCAS followed the ACT cost groundrules (see Table 6-1). Although capital costs are not directly assessed, recurring and nonrecurring wrap rates imply a burden factor which indirectly accounts for some capital costs. Future studies plan to consider a more rigorous assessment of the capital costs for specific concepts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACT Ground Rules for Recurring Costs:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Production is based on a total of 300 shipsets at a rate of 5 shipsets per month.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Labor is estimated at the detail process level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Machine times are based on performance data provided in the automation plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Material is based on total area or volume required to produce a part, including an appropriate process-based utilization rate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. All costs are based on 1995 dollars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Recurring labor wrap rate is assumed to be $100/hr.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACT Ground Rules for Nonrecurring Costs:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Rate tooling is included to support a monthly rate of 5 shipsets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The estimate assumes that all innovative ideas created for technology of 1995 will be obtainable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The estimate assumes a dedicated facility and equipment to minimize factory flow and hand labor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Capital equipment and facilities costs are not included.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Nonrecurring labor wrap rate is assumed to be $75/hr.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**General Approach Used By ATCAS:** Cost assessments used detail design and manufacturing definitions, and continuous discussions between the DBT and cost estimating group. An automated factory was assumed for definition of equipment and tooling. Focus was on (1) efficient processes, (2) the reduction of part count and handling steps, (3) low cost composite materials, and (4) the combination of manufacturing operations where beneficial.

**Table 6-1:** Ground rules for ATCAS cost estimates.
This section of the report is broken into six main parts. The first compares the cost and weight savings potential of ATCAS concepts with state-of-the-art aluminum. The costs shown versus metal in Section 6.1 utilize detailed estimating procedures applied during the course of ATCAS. At the start of Section 6.2, cost predictions from detailed estimates are compared to those obtained with the ATCAS design cost model completed in 1995. The rest of Section 6.2 describes components of design cost model predictions for the entire ATCAS barrel. Sections 6.3 through 6.5 discuss components of the design cost model predictions for each quadrant. Section 6.6 provides some insights on possible changes in the quadrant panel sizes for subsequent phases of ATCAS.

6.1 Totals from Detailed Estimates versus Existing Aluminum

Throughout the program, composite concepts have been compared to aluminum. Although more mature than composite technologies, aluminum processes have continued to advance. For example, more efficient weight tailoring of detail aluminum parts has become possible with high speed machining.

The current aluminum baseline used in ATCAS trade studies represents existing 1995 practices for transport fuselage structure. The assumed factory includes specialized, highly automated, manufacturing cells. Skins consisting of polished aluminum alloy are high speed milled, stretched, and roll formed. Extruded and roll-formed stringers are also tailored utilizing high speed machining. Stretch formed frames are chemically milled. Precise automated assembly procedures are used to minimize tooling.

Structural optimization related to a detailed understanding of the fuselage load paths have led to lighter-weight aluminum designs. Process advancements, such as high speed machining, have made such weight savings affordable. The weight of aluminum concepts have also decreased because allowable design stress levels have increased for some advanced alloys. As will be discussed in Section 7.2 and 7.3, properties such as fracture toughness and fatigue resistance are crucial to damage tolerant fuselage design. Key processes for advanced aluminum alloys, such as skin forming, have been demonstrated at a large scale, allowing production applications.

As discussed in Section 4.2 and 4.3, each quadrant has been subjected to global cost and weight evaluations to select concepts for manufacturing, structures, and maintenance developments. Due to the large panel size and considerable design detail, the most extensive global evaluation was performed for the left side quadrant in 1993 and 1994 (refs. 5, 31 and 32). The cost and weight space for skin-stringer and sandwich thermoset composite concepts considered in this study are shown in Figure 6-1. Sandwich concepts were found to have significantly higher cost savings potential and possible weight advantages; however, also thought to have greater technical risks. Note that the full potential of composite concepts shown in Figure 6-1 have not been quantified (i.e., resizing for weight saved will yield lower loads and other benefits, e.g., smaller engines).

Cost savings potential for the composite sandwich concepts plotted in Figure 6-1, represent a significant breakthrough in fuselage technology. The baseline composite
concept (located roughly in the middle of the space shown in the Figure 6-1) has 80% reductions in both the number of detail parts and fasteners versus aluminum. Advanced composite fabrication processes found to be efficient include AFP for skin lamination, textile/RTM for frames, a pre-assembled honeycomb core blanket, and a low-pressure autoclave cure cycle. Material costs are kept relatively low by using an inexpensive graphite/epoxy skin material and the low buy-to-fly ratio possible with AFP. The sandwich concept and an outer mold line (OML) tooling approach was thought to provide some tolerance payoff in subassembly prior to cure. This was also thought to yield design flexibility for airplane growth (e.g., skin gage/honeycomb core thickness trades to achieve the required load carrying capability).

![Figure 6-1: Cost and weight space for side quadrant concepts considered in ATCAS.](image)

Side global evaluation included risk analyses of design and manufacturing parameters that could increase cost and/or weight. These risk analyses led to points that populate the upper and right-hand portions of the space for skin/stringer and sandwich concepts in Figure 6-1 (see refs. 5 and 28 for details). One example of the risk analysis performed relates to composite material costs. The ATCAS studies assumed a lower material cost than today's market based on the potential cost reduction possible with higher quantities required for transport fuselage applications. A risk analysis assuming current material costs led to nearly a 10% increase in the total costs of side baseline concepts (ref. 5). A similar risk was quantified for the keel, while the total effect on the crown approached 20% (ref. 9). In addition to bounding an important aspect of risk, this example shows the importance of base material cost to affordable composite fuselage structure.
Side global evaluation also included potential analyses of design and manufacturing parameters that could decrease cost and/or weight. These potential analyses led to points that populate the lower and left-hand portions of the space for skin/stringer and sandwich concepts in Figure 6-1 (see refs. 5 and 28 for details). Much of the potential for side skin/stringer concepts relates to reduced shimming in assembly and the use of hat stiffeners instead of Js. The sandwich side concept also has some possible payoff due to decreased shimming but most of the potential benefits relate to advanced designs with reduced part count (e.g., increased frame spacing). This will be discussed later.

Based on cost and weight potential, the side quadrant DBT, which included members from Boeing, Lockheed, Northrop, and Sikorsky, selected the sandwich concept in early 1994. This superseded the 1990 "baseline" side quadrant (skin-stringer with bonded frames, ref. 3) which was selected without the benefit of rigorous cost and weight evaluations. The sandwich issues identified in Section 5.3 have been addressed in ATCAS since the side concept selection. Although a change to sandwich was perceived to contain more technical risks at the time, program developments in 1994 and 1995 indicate that these risks can be overcome. The cost and weight savings potential of sandwich concepts also still appears feasible.

During the course of developments for each quadrant, process steps and design details have been updated, requiring periodic revision to costs and weights. Figure 6-2 shows the 1995 total cost and weight comparison for the ATCAS barrel section. The composite cost savings meet ACT goals even without airplane resizing. A more rigorous evaluation with airplane resizing, including representative designs for other composite fuselage sections and internal loads analysis, will be required to meet ACT weight saving goals with the current concepts. Additional design progress with other fuselage sections are required to pass subsequent development stages before composite fuselage implementation at Boeing.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure6-2.png}
\caption{Total potential cost and weight savings for aft fuselage barrel section.}
\end{figure}
Table 6-2 lists the total cost projections for baseline metal and composite barrel sections (using ACT groundrules). Also shown are total cost changes predicted if the current baseline crown concept (hat-stiffened skin with bonded, mouse-holed frames) is converted to alternate concepts. The ATCAS program has recently considered such changes based on crown manufacturing evaluations, structural tests, and side concept selection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>300 SS (SM)</th>
<th>% Cost Savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline Metal Barrel</td>
<td>407</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline Composite Barrel</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Substitute bolted frames in crown</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) No shimming of bolted frames</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Substitute sandwich crown</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* All costs are based on ACT groundrules for constant burdened recurring ($100/hr) and nonrecurring ($75/hr) labor rates, independent of the process

Table 6-2: Predicted changes in cost with modifications to the crown design.

Composite cost differences in Table 6-2 reveal the effect of changing from the baseline crown quadrant to alternate concepts that include bolted frames and frame/stringer flange connections (hat-stiffened skin), or sandwich construction (with bonded frame). Note that the baseline crown design remains the lowest cost for relatively simple structural detail that is characteristic of this quadrant. There are also some weight penalties associated with changes to alternate crown concepts (ref. 33). Although the baseline crown design has some cost advantages, it was not deemed suitable for other ATCAS quadrants due to manufacturing and structures issues related to the widely spaced hat-stiffeners and the bonded mouse-holed frames. Design solutions to these issues eliminated the cost benefits. Large manufacturing demonstrations for the alternate, bolted crown design were fabricated in 1992 (refs. 7 and 34). Large aft keel manufacturing efforts in 1993 and 1994 addressed structural details similar to those for a sandwich crown design (refs. 22, 28, and 35). Technical discussions in remaining subsections will further highlight why the alternate concepts in Table 6-2 may be preferred over the current baseline crown design.

Figure 6-3 projects other cost benefits that may be possible with sandwich design concepts. The ATCAS program has started to evaluate the effects of increased frame spacing as related to side quadrant design details (refs. 27 and 33). The Beech Starship sandwich design eliminated most frames (some reinforcement was used between facesheets in selected locations) and the associated costs in pressurized fuselage for a civil aircraft (ref. 36). Over the last year the potential cost savings associated with a 360° barrel concept, eliminating the quadrants and remaining longitudinal splices, have also been investigated. Note that the cost savings potential of this concept is greater than that documented in past reports (refs. 31 and 32). This relates to significantly less process.
steps (e.g., tool transfer and cleaning) identified in a more complete assessment of the cost potential for 360° concepts. Studies over the last year provide better insights into the potential cost savings and associated technical issues; however, efforts to fully understand increased frame spacing and 360° concepts for transport aircraft require an extensive look at all quadrants. Figure 6-3 suggests that such efforts are warranted.

![Figure 6-3: Estimates of potential improvements with further sandwich panel developments.](image)

6.2 Design Cost Model Predictions

Detailed estimating procedures were used to predict the cost of baseline ATCAS concepts since the program start. Initial development of a more rigorous approach to cost assessment was completed near the end of Phase B (1995). This included design cost methods (ref. 10), COSTADE (ref. 14), and the associated database for ATCAS concepts (ref. 37). These tools will allow the DBT to more effectively share responsibility in obtaining credible cost predictions. At the end of Phase B, cost analysis tools were used to predict approximately 80% of the total ATCAS baseline concept costs. The remaining 20% include parts developed with the help of subcontractors (e.g., passenger door cutout reinforcement). In subsequent phases of ATCAS, the database supporting design cost model predictions will be continually updated per the best available information on evolving design and process details.

Figure 6-4 shows a comparison of predictions from detailed estimates and the design cost model for ATCAS quadrants. The latter generally predicts higher costs, with the biggest relative difference occurring for the keel. As mentioned above, about 20% of the design cost model predictions are treated as constants that were obtained from detailed estimates.
The side quadrants, which are assumed to be the same for ATCAS study purposes, dominate the barrel cost primarily due to their size. The smallest relative difference between the detailed estimate and design cost model prediction occurs for the side panels. The detailed estimate for the side panel was performed in 1994. The detailed estimate for a crown quadrant panel was updated in 1993, but that for the keel represents ATCAS cost insights in 1992. Since all cost model predictions represent 1995 insights, it is reasonable to expect that the best correlation with a detailed estimate would be that for the side. Future work will further evaluate differences between detailed estimates and cost model predictions.

Other factors leading to some differences in the two methods used by ATCAS to predict cost include (a) updates in nonrecurring tooling estimates, (b) slight variations in material costs, (c) fundamental divergence in the equations used to predict process time, and (d) the addition of some quadrant inspection costs. The tooling cost estimates have generally increased as the program progressed and better process definition was achieved. The material cost database also expanded with time, leading to some small increases in this important cost center. Labor equations for the design cost model converged to steady state velocities (i.e., constant rates), while detailed estimates followed a power law that generally predicted shorter process times (ref. 10). Finally, the inclusion of quality inspection costs were not required by ACT groundrules.

Figure 6-5 shows the major components of total predictions by the design cost model. Recurring labor appears to have the largest portion of the total cost. As discussed in ref. 10, wrap rates used to convert process times into labor costs using the ACT cost estimating groundrules, imply some burdening for capital costs. The use of constant rates that are independent of the process center can be misleading versus those calculated for an actual factory. The other two major cost components shown in Figure 6-5, nonrecurring tooling and recurring material, constitute nearly the same percentage of the total.
Figure 6-5: Major cost components of the ATCAS baseline concepts.

Different components of the material costs are shown in Figure 6-6. Prepreg tow constitutes the vast majority of structural weight in quadrant skin panels, and despite low AFP scrap rates, it results in nearly one-third of the total material costs. The next highest material cost center is for mechanical fasteners, which are generally titanium bolts for ATCAS baseline designs.

Figure 6-6: Components of recurring material costs.

As mentioned above, ATCAS tooling costs have generally increased since the program start. This relates to a better understanding of the processes and factors affecting tooling costs (e.g., substructure, handling fixtures, dimensional stability, & durability). Figure 6-7 shows the design cost model predictions for 80% of the tools used to fabricate and assemble 300 shipsets of the baseline fuselage barrel section at a rate of 5 shipsets/month. The remaining 20% of tooling costs were predicted from previous detailed estimates. Tooling costs in Figure 6-7 are dominated by those needed for quadrant panel fabrication.
In addition to a dependence on the production rate, the amount of tooling depends on part commonality, processing times, and other factors that affect factory flow. For example, delays in moving parts between cells may occur due to processing constraints, ergonomic issues, maintenance, and quality rejection. Factory simulations must combine with process time predictions to establish credible tool utilization rates. As a result, tooling cost assessments must be continually updated based on the available database.

Figure 6-8 categorizes design cost model labor predictions into classes of process steps. Note the dominance of tasks to "position", "remove", or "layup" parts during fabrication and assembly. Refs. 10 and 37 provide additional details on the cost equations, critical design variables, and process coefficients that result in the summary shown in Figure 6-8. Again, 20% of labor costs were still based on detailed estimates at the end of Phase B.
Figures 6-9 and 6-10 provide two additional ways of presenting the components of total costs (for 300 shipsets), including material, labor, and tooling. In Figures 6-9, costs are represented as a function of the major process cells (which each sum the costs assigned to multiple process steps, leading to a category of detailed part fabrication or assembly). Components of the top four processes are discussed in detail by ref. 10. Each is dominated by differing factors. For example, tow placement costs are dominated by the costs of large quantities of prepregged tow needed to fabricate all of the quadrant skins. The cost of braided/RTM frames is dominated by labor, while tooling and labor are major parts of panel bond assembly costs. The costs to assemble quadrants into a barrel include significant material (i.e., fasteners), labor, and tooling components.

![Figure 6-9: Total costs for major processes.](image)

![Figure 6-10: Total costs for major components.](image)
Figures 6-10 present cost components for detailed parts or major assemblies. As summarized in Figure 6-11, the combined cost and weight of the two side quadrants dominate approximately two-thirds of the total. The former can also be derived from Figure 6-10, considering that door, window, passenger floor, and assembly components (i.e., a share of the costs of barrel assembly and section join linked to the quadrant perimeter) are lumped with each side panel when calculating total quadrant costs. Sections 6.3 through 6.5 will briefly discuss factors dominating the cost of each quadrant.

![Figure 6-11: Total cost and weight distribution for ATCAS quadrants.](image)

### 6.3 Crown

Figure 6-12 shows cost components of detailed part fabrication and major assembly operations associated with the crown quadrant. This includes all of the processes needed to incorporate crown panels into fuselage structure. There is no one fabrication or assembly component that dominates the costs shown in Figure 6-12. Note that the label "splices" refers to the fabrication of detailed parts used in quadrant splices (e.g., longitudinal splice stringers and circumferential skin splice plates). The label "installation" accounts for one half of the assembly labor and tooling cost of attaching the crown quadrant to (1) the left & right side panels, and (2) forward & aft fuselage sections.

![Figure 6-12: Crown quadrant cost centers.](image)
The average crown cost and weight are expressed per unit panel area in the shaded insert added to the upper right hand corner of Figure 6-12. Both these measures for the crown are significantly lower than other baseline quadrants. Note that the measure of cost per unit area has been found to be a more revealing parameter than cost per unit weight (i.e., the main cost component related to composite structural weight is that of material).

Significant cost and weight differences exist between the baseline crown quadrant and alternate concepts studied during the course of Phase B (see discussion associated with Table 6-2). Alternates with higher cost and weight have been considered due to greater risks identified for the baseline (e.g., integrity of bonded frames with large mouseholes).

A sandwich concept has been considered to obtain commonality (e.g., materials, processes) with other quadrants and minimize the issues associated with bonded frames. The latter will be discussed in Section 7.3. Commonality is a significant benefit when considering technology development costs, maintenance issues, and material costs (i.e., larger order volumes generally reduce raw material costs). The sandwich crown cost and weight described in Table 6-2 was derived in global evaluation. Since ATCAS sandwich databases (including processes, design details, and structural properties) have increased considerably since this timeframe, some improvement in the cost and weight may be possible in future studies.

Alternate bolted-frame crown concepts have the least technical risk but highest costs. One issue that may make a stringer-stiffened crown quadrant design with bolted frames appear attractive is final barrel assembly. Barrel assembly consists of joining side panels to the keel, and then closing out the barrel by attaching the crown. It may be desirable to have the local "flexibility" of a stringer-stiffened crown panel with bolted frames (as compared to a sandwich-stiffened panel) for the last stage of barrel assembly, so as to help take up manufacturing tolerances. For example, if frames were left unbolted approaching the edge of the crown skin panel until after a splice is made with the side panel frames, some assembly payoff appears possible.

6.4 Keel

Figure 6-13 shows cost components of detailed part fabrication and major assembly operations associated with the keel quadrant. This includes all of the processes needed to incorporate keel panels into fuselage structure. As evident from Figure 6-13, installation dominates the costs in this quadrant. The category of installation accounts for one half of the cost of attaching the keel quadrant to (1) the left & right side panels, and (2) forward & aft fuselage sections. Installation also includes the attachment of cargo floor structure (e.g., stanchions and cargo floor beams) and intercostals. The cost to layup laminated keel skins using AFP is also an important cost center. Much of this relates to material costs and design complexity associated with the forward keel structure, which transitions from a thick laminate to sandwich.

The average keel cost and weight expressed per unit panel area appear in the shaded insert added to the upper right hand corner of Figure 6-13. Both these measures for the keel are
significantly higher than other baseline quadrants. Comparing Figures 6-12 and 6-13, the keel cost per unit area is seen to be approximately three times higher than that for the crown. Much of this increased cost is due to a cargo floor and load transitions near the wheel well cutout, causing greater design complexity in installation and detailed part fabrication. Despite the smaller keel panel size, greater weight per unit area also tends to increase the structure's relative cost per unit area (i.e., total weight is directly linked to material costs). Note that the keel panel is roughly one-third the size of the crown panel, but close to the same weight due to higher loads.

Distribution for Baseline Sandwich Concept
(sum of recurring labor, material, and nonrecurring costs)
Total Cost = $60.54 million

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Cost (Million)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core</td>
<td>3.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel Bond</td>
<td>8.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cargo Floor</td>
<td>4.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation</td>
<td>21.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6-13: Keel quadrant cost centers.

6.5 Side

Figure 6-14 shows cost components of detailed part fabrication and major assembly operations associated with side quadrants. This combines all of the processes needed to incorporate side panels into fuselage structure, including door cutout reinforcement and passenger floor structure. As was the case for keel structure, installation and skin layup are important side cost centers. Installation accounts for one half of the cost of attaching a side quadrant to (1) the crown & keel panels, and (2) forward & aft fuselage sections. Installation also includes the mechanical attachment of (a) passenger floor structure such as stanchions and beams, and (b) passenger door cutout reinforcement.

The average side cost and weight expressed per unit panel area appear in the shaded insert added to the upper right hand corner of Figure 6-14. Both these measures for the side fall between average values for other quadrants. The crown has lower wt./area and $/area, while the keel has higher wt./area and $/area. The large size of the side quadrant, combined with the fact that much of the panel is designed by minimum gage requirements, offsets much of the added weight of the passenger door reinforcement and floor elements. Therefore, the weight per unit area is closer to the crown than the keel.
The side quadrant cost per unit area appears related to the observation that much of the side is minimum gage structure with design features similar to a sandwich crown; while the overwing longeron, side quadrant cutouts (door and window), and passenger floor attachments lead to added design complexity over an area roughly the size of the keel. As a result, one may expect the side quadrant to have a cost per unit area close to an average of that for the crown and keel quadrants. Comparing the values listed in Figures 6-12, 6-13, and 6-14, the side cost per unit area is seen to be 1.89 and 0.62 times that for the crown and keel, respectively.

Distribution for Baseline Sandwich Concept
(sum of recurring labor, material, and nonrecurring costs)
Total Cost = $125.24 Million for each side quadrant

Distribution:
- Frames: 14.82
- Panel Bond: 16.82
- Core: 9.26
- Skin: 25.18
- Windows: 9.67
- Installation: 26.28
- Splices: 8.51
- Pass. Flc: 6.54

$Million (300 Shipsets)

Figure 6-14: Side quadrant cost centers.

6.6 Future Quadrant Considerations

The original definition of the four quadrants (crown, keel, and two side panels) resulted from consideration of the cargo door cutout and a desire to keep the longitudinal splices of these panels from complicating cutout design details. For example the crown-to-side panel splice was placed well above the upper passenger door sill, and the side-to-keel panel splice was placed below the lower cargo door sill. This resulted in uneven sized panels in which the crown was a 90° segment, the two side panels were 118°, and the keel was 34° (ref. 3). At the start of 1992, an ATCAS DBT increased the crown segment to 99°, decreasing both side quadrants to 113.5°, while holding the keel at 34°. This configuration remained baseline through Phase B of the program (see Figure 4-1).

Design experiences from Phases A and B have led the team to further reconsider the definition of quadrant panel sizes for subsequent phases of fuselage development. Several potential changes in quadrant panel sizes have been considered. Most of these are driven by issues identified during keel detailed design. In retrospect, the decision to place the longitudinal side-to-keel panel splice below the lower cargo door was a poor one. The primary issues relate to (a) wheel well and cargo door load redistribution passing through the longitudinal keel-to-side panel splices, and (b) cargo floor attachment at these splices. Both these issues brought forth a desire to increase the keel quadrant size, minimizing load transitions through the longitudinal splice and simplifying cargo floor attachment.
One of the alternate quadrant panel configurations under consideration by the team is shown in Figure 6-15. In this configuration, the keel panel has been increased to the largest quadrant size, moving the longitudinal keel-to-side panel splices such that the right-side splice is close to the mid-point of the cargo door cutout. This location has the advantage of minimizing loads at the splice due to axial load shadows from the cargo door cutout and an increased distance away from major compression load redistribution occurring in the forward keel. The increased keel quadrant size also moves both longitudinal splices away from cargo floor attachments. In the configuration shown in Figure 6-15, the crown and side quadrants are equally sized, providing commonality in tooling.

One of the initial activities anticipated at the start of Phase C will be to re-configure quadrant panel sizes in the ATCAS fuselage section. Several other alternates to the Phase B baseline (Figure 4-1) and that shown in Figure 6-15 will be considered. Other design issues that need to be addressed include interface with systems. The sandwich panel design details that provide some of the system attachments have higher loads than those that have undergone preliminary design in the keel. In addition to the design issues that have been exposed in each of the Phase B quadrants, there are some general issues that need attention by the Phase C DBT considering alternate quadrant configurations. Some of the other items of interest for continued study are: warpage and tolerance control for assembly of full-scale panels; thick facesheet damage tolerance; alternative material and processing options for repair; and nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods.

![Figure 6-15: Candidate ATCAS Phase C quadrant configuration.](image-url)
7.0 SYNOPSIS OF TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

Phases A and B have been focused on integrated technology development of baseline concepts selected for the ATCAS fuselage study section. In order to ensure an integrated technology database, program schedules had to align tasks performed by functional disciplines such as manufacturing and structures. This was achieved, as discussed in Section 4, using an approach that involved DBTs. A large DBT was used for concept selection in each quadrant. Smaller DBTs were assigned tasks in subsequent technology development. Continuous assessments of the total concept value performed by the larger DBT and progress in solving specific technology hurdles pursued by the smaller DBTs were tracked to a critical path schedule. This proved to be an efficient way of monitoring the development of technology which met program goals. It also ensured ATCAS team members had a view of how their contribution affected overall program direction. Section 5 described the baseline concepts, including updates in the designs and manufacturing processes that have occurred as the database expanded since the program start. Section 6 presented the cost and weight of ATCAS baseline concepts at the end of Phase B.

Significant results from the ATCAS program will be highlighted in this section. Results have been broken into five key areas; (1) manufacturing, (2) materials and processes, (3) structures, (4) maintenance, and (5) design cost modeling. A synopsis of the technology developments in each of these areas will be covered in Sections 7.1 through 7.5, respectively. Other ATCAS contractor reports created at the end of Phase B go into greater depth for each of these subjects. These reports will be referenced as needed to abridge discussions.

7.1 Manufacturing

This section highlights major manufacturing achievements that occurred during Phases A and B of the ATCAS program. Manufacturing issues that include quadrant fabrication (Section 7.1.1), precured element fabrication (Section 7.1.2), flexible tooling (Section 7.1.3), and full fuselage section assembly (Section 7.1.4) will all be discussed. Most progress to date, involving some efforts to understand each of these issues, relates to fabrication scale-up for crown, keel, and side panels. This panel fabrication will be covered in Section 7.1.1 (i.e., 7.1.1.1 through 7.1.1.3 for crown, keel, and side, respectively). Manufacturing technology developed for ATCAS is discussed in greater depth by ref. 8.

The ATCAS DBT approach began work in each quadrant with a global cost/weight evaluation of full-scale panels. This resulted in the selection of design concepts and manufacturing pre-plans with potential to achieve ACT goals. The latter included a factory layout of process and assembly cells. Figures 7-1 and 7-2 illustrate the layout used for sandwich side quadrant fabrication and section assembly, respectively. Processing cells in Figure 7-1 include (1) AFP for skin lamination, (2) core blanket fabrication (forming, splicing, and machining), (3) braided/RTM frames, (4) panel subassembly on OML cure tools, (5) autoclave cure, (6) panel trim, and (7) ultrasonic inspection.
Cost and weight assessments performed in ATCAS included window, door cutout reinforcement, and floor installation. Only floor installation is evident in the factory schematic shown in Figure 7-2. Also included in cost and weight analyses were fuselage section assembly steps to achieve longitudinal quadrant splices, and circumferential splices to join adjacent body sections. Note that only half of the cost and weight of circumferential splices were added to get totals for the fuselage section. Assembly cells in Figure 7-2 include (1) pultrusion/continuous RTM for floor beams and stanchions, (2) cargo floor installation to the keel quadrant, (3) passenger floor subassembly and installation, (4) side to keel longitudinal splices, and (5) crown to side longitudinal splices.

The vast majority of manufacturing developments performed in Phases A and B of the ATCAS program relate to the fabrication processes shown in Figure 7-1. As discussed in Section 5.1, the largest scale selected for manufacturing demonstration (curved subcomponent panels on the order of 7 ft. by 10 ft) was determined during crown quadrant developments. This panel size appears large enough to adequately demonstrate process steps, tooling, and some tolerance control. Subsequent stages of development will require additional investment in tools to address other important scaling issues.

7.1.1 Quadrant Fabrication

Manufacturing trade studies by the ATCAS DBT suggested that large composite fuselage panels, referred to as quadrants, have potentially lower costs than aluminum technology. This relates to projected cost benefits of AFP and the reduced assembly labor for bonded design concepts (co-cured hat stiffened or sandwich panels with co-bonded frames) and less longitudinal splices (i.e., 4 instead of 10) due to the larger panel sizes. All ATCAS baseline design concepts are relatively stiff bonded structures where tolerance control is essential to achieving the assembly cost savings possible with quadrants. Little payoff is possible from assembly pullup because large forces are needed to distort such structures into shape due to their relatively high bending stiffness. As a result, the as-cured panels must achieve locational tolerance control and dimensional stability (i.e., minimal warpage).

Cost-effective manufacturing techniques with perceived scale-up potential have been aggressively pursued. Several fabrication processes were developed through subscale demonstration panels to corroborate the cost savings potential of ATCAS concepts. Key developments performed at the subcomponent panel scale included:

(a) AFP for tailored fuselage skins,
(b) reliable panel cure tooling,
(c) configured panel process trials, and
(d) manufacturing tolerance control.

The AFP process has been used to fabricate numerous large contoured skins (Figure 7-3). Related process development efforts focused on controlling laps, gaps, and ply thickness variations, and on attaining high processing rates. AFP machine modifications were identified and implemented to increase lay-up rate and reduce process anomalies. Material width-tolerance variations and tack/impregnation quality were found to significantly
impact lay-up rates. Cure process models were used to develop efficient autoclave cycles that simultaneously cure thick laminates and thin-facesheet sandwich configurations typical of the keel quadrant.

Figure 7-3: Automated fiber placement of a fuselage subcomponent skin (approximately 7 ft. by 7 ft.).

Panels have been successfully fabricated using hard OML tooling with semi-rigid IML cauls in both skin/stringer and sandwich configurations. Manufacturing plans developed for cost/weight evaluation of each quadrant included assumed processes for skin-charge transfers and for core machining, forming, splicing and location. During fabrication of stringer-stiffened and sandwich subcomponent panels manual techniques were used for transferring skin charges and handling/locating the core (Figure 7-4). Methods feasible for full-scale parts have been used for core blanket forming, splicing and stabilization. Studies of methods to minimize thickness-tolerance build-up in sandwich structure included core-stabilization techniques that allow accurate machining and core blanket handling, and eliminate core movement during panel cure.

Most configured panels fabricated to date were extensively inspected for panel warpage and element locations (e.g., Figure 7-5). Movement of cobonded frames on skin/stringer and sandwich panels has been observed, and is likely related to thermal and chemical shrinkage and out-of-plane displacements caused by the cobonded elements settling into the skin. Finite element (FE) modeling techniques for predicting panel warpage identified edge variation, tooling, process control, spring-in at stiffening element radii, nonlinear effects (geometric & material), and thermal mismatch between bonded elements as major contributors to the observed behaviors (ref. 38). Analytical extension of subscale results to full-scale quadrants is needed in subsequent phases of development to support assessment of critical panel bond assembly requirements and barrel assembly methods.
Figure 7-4: Manual keel panel subcomponent assembly.

Figure 7-5: Measured out-of-plane deformations of a forward keel subcomponent resulting from cure-induced residual stresses (all dimensions are inches).
7.1.1.1 Crown Panel Scale-up

As discussed in Section 5.1, the ATCAS DBT selected a hat-stiffened skin with cobonded frames for baseline manufacturing development in the crown quadrant. The baseline material used for skin and stiffeners was AS4/938. Skins were laminated using AFP. The AFP process allowed cost-effective fabrication of intraply hybrid (graphite/fiberglass) skins in which each ply in the laminate had a repeatable pattern of AS4/938 and S2/938 tows. As discussed in the next subsection, this material form proved to have superior damage tolerance. The hat-stiffeners were drape-formed from flat tow- or tape-placed laminates and cocured to the skin using elastomeric tooling inserts. Braided frames were fabricated in a batch RTM process and machined to include stringer mouseholes for bonding to the panel during final cure. An OML cure tool plus low-cost inner mold line (IML) tooling aids and a reusable cure bag were utilized for final panel fabrication in an autoclave. A limited number of crown panels were fabricated with bolted frames instead of bonded frames as alternates to the baseline concept.

In addition to Boeing, Hercules Structures (now Alliant Techsystems), and Fiber Innovations played important roles in the crown process development. Figure 7-6 shows one of nine large crown manufacturing demonstration panels that were fabricated in 1991 and 1992. Funding to fabricate five of these panels came from another NASA contract that has supported ATCAS development, Boeing's NAS1-19349 (ref. 7). The AFP, panel subassembly and autoclave cure for all nine large crown panels was performed at Hercules (subcontracts to Boeing and Hercules' NAS1-18887). Fiber Innovations fabricated more than 50 braided/RTM frames with lengths up to 8 feet to support this effort.

Significant efforts were spent in early crown concept development to integrate design and manufacturing process details. A DBT was assigned to solve problems uncovered in the initial crown panel fabrication scale-up trials. These included cured panel anomalies (e.g., stiffener cross-sectional distortions, porosity, and delamination), warpage, stiffener mandrel entrapment, and tooling problems. Detailed accounts of the design and process solutions successfully obtained by this crown DBT was documented in ref. 9.

A complete assessment of crown manufacturing development was covered in refs. 8 and 34. The crown manufacturing database includes recommended tooling approaches, optimized process steps, and cured panel dimensional tolerance data (thickness, warpage, and element location). Much of the focus for design cost model development came in the evaluation of crown manufacturing technologies. Cost studies have been performed to calibrate relationships between crown design details and manufacturing steps (see refs. 10, 14, and 37 for additional summaries on the ATCAS cost database). Despite the pursuit of hat-stiffened designs, many crown process steps are similar to those in manufacturing plans for sandwich keel and side panels.

A number of manufacturing hurdles need to be resolved prior to further manufacturing scale-up of the baseline crown design. Based on dimensional tolerance data collected and analysis performed to date, tooling correction factors will be established to minimize assembly costs. Material and process controls must be established for the AFP skin and braided frames. Inspection standards are also needed to evaluate critical bondline areas.
Skin fiber distortions and element sinkage (strongest for precured frames) have been observed near the skin intersection with bonded frame and stiffener elements. The effect of these process defects on structural performance must be understood or cure tooling enhancements that minimize their occurrence need to be developed. As discussed earlier, mouseholed bonded frames are potentially structurally inadequate for a hat-stiffened skin, and alternate bolted frame or sandwich concepts will be considered for the crown panel.

*Figure 7-6: Crown manufacturing demonstration (7 ft. x 10 ft.)*

### 7.1.1.2 Keel Panel Scale-up

As discussed in Section 5.2, an innovative sandwich concept was selected as baseline for keel panel manufacturing development. The conventional metal design, that included two large keel beam chords to carry fuselage compression loads through the wheel well cavity area, was replaced by a "panelized keel chord" design concept that was more cost-and weight-effective for composites. As axial loads redistribute moving aft of the wheel well, the composite keel panel transitions from thick laminate to sandwich, while maintaining constant OML and IML surfaces. Braided/RTM frames that are cobbled to the sandwich panel were also selected for the keel quadrant. Pultrusion was chosen for most elements that support the cargo floor.
Load transitions, penetrations, attachments, and cargo floor installation make the keel quadrant a much more difficult manufacturing challenge than the crown. Alliant Techsystems (formerly Hercules Structures) supported the development of efficient and accurate AFP add/drop capabilities needed to laminate tapered skins in the forward keel. Splicing, forming, and machining process steps for high-density core were developed at Boeing. A relatively low-pressure autoclave cure cycle and tooling for processing panels that transition from thick laminate to sandwich was developed by Boeing with technical support from Hercules (AS4/8552 material), Intec, and universities. The same OML cure tool used for the crown was also used for keel sandwich panel fabrication. The Lockheed ACT program (NAS1-18888) developed braided/RTM frames which were cobonded to the ATCAS sandwich panels. Development work was also performed for sandwich panel edge close-outs, including efforts by Boeing, Fiber Innovations, and Intec.

Large manufacturing demonstration panels were successfully fabricated for aft, mid, and forward areas of the keel quadrant (refs. 28 - 30). Significant efforts were spent in early aft keel concept development to study sandwich fabrication issues for core processes (forming, machining, splicing and stabilization), edge design details, and the cure cycle. These problems were solved for the minimum-gage aft keel by the end of 1993.

Prior to fabricating the curved panels for the mid and forward keel, several flat panels (see Figure 7-7) with thick-laminate-to-sandwich transitions were processed to verify the low-pressure cure cycle developed for keel design details (ref. 13). Micrographs shown in Figure 7-7 are indicative of the high quality panels fabricated using the AS4/8552 material and the ATCAS cure cycle. This major ATCAS technical achievement, which included the selection of a material with robust processing traits and validation of a suitable cure cycle, helped give the DBT confidence to pursue sandwich for the side quadrant.

Figure 7-7: Keel cure cycle development trials.
7.1.1.3 Side Panel Scale-up

Manufacturing developments for the sandwich side quadrant did not begin until 1994; however, complementary efforts in the keel were active since 1992. The side quadrant has several unique manufacturing issues in addition to those being addressed for the keel. These include skin panel and framing element fabrication developments related to door and window cutout design details. The process control of locational tolerances and warpage for the large (22 ft. x 32 ft.), highly tailored, sandwich side panel is also crucial to passenger floor installation and barrel assembly. Significant point to point variations in loads and design drivers throughout the large side quadrant make this a difficult task. The goal is to develop a comprehensive understanding of which structural details can achieve the desired producibility at an affordable total manufacturing cost.

Phase B manufacturing demonstrations for the side quadrant were limited to configured window-belt panels and door framing elements in ATCAS Phase B (refs. 27, 29, and 30). Figure 7-8 shows an ATCAS window-belt panel which was machined and prepared for pressurebox testing at NASA Langley. Baseline materials for the sandwich side panel included Hercules’ AS4/8552 for the skin and DuPont’s Korex for the core. As discussed, the former was also used in keel developments. Trade studies selected the lower density Korex core material for side developments due to significant weight savings with minimal cost increase (ref. 22). This selection led to additional core forming and machining process developments to support the side (ref. 30).

In addition to braided/RTM circumferential frames, Lockheed supplied Boeing with window frames and also pursued an alternate window-belt sandwich design concept through their NASA contract (NAS1-18888, refs. 23 - 26). Boeing evaluated OML tooling and the full-depth window cutout design concept shown in Figure 7-8 (including a braided/RTM window close-out, ref. 33), while Lockheed pursued IML tooling and a ramped down window cutout in collaborative efforts. These joint developments allowed the fuselage side DBT to directly compare the producibility of key design variations in
panels up to 7 ft. x 10 ft. Details of this evaluation, including implications to subsequent phases of the ATCAS program, are provided in ref. 8.

Manufacturing developments for the passenger door structure were addressed in the form of fabrication trials for braided/RTM edge frame elements at Northrop/Grumman. Figure 7-9 shows the design configuration selected with representative complexity for these trials. This element features variation in web and chord flange thickness necessitating variation in the triaxially braided preform architecture as indicated in Figure 7-9. Details on this developmental effort are also contained in ref. 8.

![Figure 7-9: Configuration for Northrop/Grumman manufacturing demonstration of a passenger door edge frame.](image)

7.1.2 Precured Element Fabrication

Detailed cost studies of manufacturing methods to produce precured primary structural elements identified pultrusion and RTM of textile preforms as having cost saving potential. Candidate fuselage elements for pultrusion processes include passenger and cargo floor beams, intercostal attachment chords, and cargo floor stanchions. Candidate elements for textile/RTM processing include circumferential frames, window frames, passenger door cutout reinforcement members, and sandwich close-out elements. Companies involved in process development for various braided/RTM elements used by ATCAS included Lockheed (NAS 1-18888, refs. 23 - 26), Fiber Innovations, Northrop/Grumman, and Boeing (NAS 1-18889, NAS 1-20013, NAS 1-19349, & NAS 1-18954).

The RTM process using braided fiber preforms for circumferential J-frames was developed for subscale crown, keel, and side panel configurations (Figure 7-10). Preform fabrication and cure processing developed for these frames demonstrated part repeatability suitable for structural applications. Fabrication cost and part quality measurements were found to support initial cost trade study findings (ref. 10). Future advancements in braided/RTM processing should include cost-effective tailoring of frame cross-sections (e.g., Figure 7-9) and, hence, the ability to compete with high-speed machining of equivalent metal parts.
RTM technology was also used to successfully fabricate elements for full-depth sandwich panel edge close-outs, both at splices and window cutouts. Good tolerance control has been achieved in splice close-outs fabricated to date. Sandwich panel window close-outs, such as those shown in Figure 7-11, have been fabricated using S-2 glass or AS4 carbon fiber braided in a 2-D triaxial architecture over syntactic foam filled honeycomb mandrels. References 8 and 11 provide additional details on precurred element fabrication.

7.1.3 Flexible Tooling

The OML cure tool approach pursued by Boeing throughout Phase A/B allows panel thickness changes without violating OML aerodynamic shape constraints. Semi-rigid IML caul plates were used in combination with this approach to control resin flow and thickness variations (Figure 7-12). This technique successfully addressed several design variations during subscale manufacturing demonstrations of both skin/stringer and sandwich configurations, with minimal impact on tooling cost. A rigid IML cure tool concept was pursued by Lockheed for a sandwich window-belt panel (under their ACT Phase A/B funding) in order to (1) exploit element locational-control potential and (2) evaluate the flexibility of this alternate tooling approach.
Although assembly tooling has not been specifically addressed, element location tolerances were measured for subcomponent panels. Significant shrinkage was observed on these panels; however, the panel-to-panel shrinkage variations were not great. More work is needed to ensure that assembly tooling addresses the magnitude and variations in element location and other requirements related to design modifications.

Figure 7-12: Semi-rigid IML caul plates used to control resin flow and thickness variations in crown panel subcomponents.

7.1.4 Full Barrel Assembly

Manufacturing development for fuselage section assembly received limited attention in Phases A/B due to evolving quadrant designs. Splice designs were considered during quadrant design development, as were assembly cost components (e.g., shimming, drilling, fastener installation). Assembly issues were included in a manufacturing process study conducted for each quadrant panel, identifying high labor content, shimming, and inflexible tooling as significant cost elements. Panel warpage and element location data collected during Phase A/B panel fabrication were evaluated to support prediction of full-scale assembly pull-up forces and tooling cost assessments.

7.2 Material and Processes

This section summarizes major ATCAS achievements on issues that closely associate an understanding of materials and processes. The focus will be on those materials and processes considered baseline and/or scaled in significant manufacturing demonstrations.
for Phases A and B of the program. Technology for several advanced materials and processes pursued during the course of the program did not advance to a level of maturity that would allow them to be considered in major hardware. A more complete documentation of ATCAS material and process studies, including most of those evaluated at some point in the program can be found in ref. 11.

7.2.1 Tension Strength versus Toughness Trades

At the start of ATCAS, very little information existed to support the design of composite structures with large damage sizes (i.e., required for damage tolerant design practices, including consideration of discrete source issues). A large database has been collected in ATCAS on composite notch sensitivity (tension and compression) and structural residual strength (ref. 39). The data and supporting analyses have lead to some understanding of material, laminate, structural, and manufacturing variables crucial to damage tolerant design. Subsequent studies are required to quantify the effects of combined loads (including compression, shear, and pressure), dynamic pressure containment, and additional damage scenarios.

The damage tolerance issues for approximately 70% of a typical wide-body commercial fuselage (minimum gage) are dominated by pressure. Other fuselage areas depend on axial tension load cases and corresponding damage tolerance issues. Sufficient tensile residual strength is required to meet the associated design goals in these fuselage areas. Figure 7-13 shows tensile residual strength curves plotted from small and large notch data for alloys used in aluminum fuselage and for composite laminates studied in ATCAS.

![Figure 7-13: Tension residual strength curves for aluminum and composite materials.](image_url)
A large database supports the metals curves shown in Figure 7-13, while ATCAS residual strength tests for IM7/855-7 tape and AS4/938 tow-placed laminates include notch sizes up to 12 in. (refs. 40 and 41). A strength versus toughness trade is apparent in both classes of materials. For example, 7075-T651 and IM7/855-7 both have high undamaged strengths but lower fracture toughness (i.e., greater notch sensitivity as shown by the rate of decrease in residual strength with increasing notch size) than the other two materials. The lower toughness relates to the small damage zones that occur at a loaded notch tip in 7075-T651 and IM7/855-7 and the resulting inability to relieve local stress intensity.

The 2024-T3 aluminum in Figure 7-13 gets its relatively high fracture toughness from crack tip yielding (i.e., plasticity), while AS4/938 gets relief from the notch tip stress intensity through other mechanisms such as fiber breakage and delaminations. These same mechanisms lead to relatively low small notch strengths for both 2024-T3 and AS4/938. This phenomenon, referred to as fracture resistance in metals, depends on crack length and specimen size. The curve for AS4/938 has a different shape than that for 2024-T3. This is likely due to a differing relationship between composite local failure and panel width. Such composite stress relief mechanisms also mask a high fracture toughness until tested with larger notch and panel sizes. Lower tensile residual strengths with large damage for IM7/855-7 tape and a relatively hard layup indicate composites that resist some modes of matrix damage (often referred to as “tough”) may not be suitable for fuselage skins.

Figure 7-14 shows the tensile strength versus toughness property trades for several other metals considered in fuselage structures and some composite laminates tested during ATCAS. The X-axes in Figure 7-14 plots two measures of tensile strength (yield for aluminum and open hole tension for composite), while the Y-axes plot the effective fracture toughness determined from tests and analysis for large notches (thin plate $K_C$ for aluminum and translaminar $K_C$ for composite). Both composite laminates and aluminum alloys tend to follow a tensile strength versus toughness trade in which materials with the highest strength also tend to have the lowest toughness and vice versa. Due to differing failure modes, the translaminar fracture toughness shown in Figure 7-14 does not directly correlate with the interlaminar fracture toughness used in delamination analysis.

Analysis methods used by ATCAS to extrapolate from the largest notch tested (ranging from 2.5 in. to 12 in.) to the effective $K_C$ in Figure 7-14 for a 20 in. notch are described in several references (refs. 6, 7, 11, 17, 38, 39, 40, 41). Data trends for most composite laminates showed linear elastic fracture mechanics to be inaccurate for scaling small-notch results to sizes critical for damage tolerance evaluations. Some improved correlations were obtained for a wide range of notch lengths using semi-empirical laws based on reduced singularities and R-curve approaches. The most promising analyses for predicting a wide range of notch sizes and specimen geometries, while still having practical use in the simulation of structural configurations, were based on a strain softening model of notch tip damage growth. Strain softening material laws in conjunction with nonlinear FE modeling predicted the ATCAS experimental data trends by simulating the growth of a reduced-stiffness damage zone and resulting load redistribution. The unloading curve for strain softening infers significant notch-tip fiber failure occurs before structural collapse, a pre-catastrophic failure mechanism which was confirmed by de-ply experiments.
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Specific material, process, and layup identities were established for each point plotted in Figure 7-14 due to the myriad of factors that were found to affect the tensile fracture properties of laminates tested during the ATCAS program. Fabrication processes used for lamination (see Section 7.2.4) were found to have a strong effect on both static and high-rate tension fracture performance. Intraply hybridization with fiberglass or higher strain-to-failure graphite prepreg tow was also found to provide a 20 to 30 percent increase in tension fracture performance. Other factors found to be important included fiber type, matrix type, sandwich construction, and surface fabric layers.

As an example of the complex interactions affecting tensile fracture performance refer back to Figure 7-13. An axially-stiff layup for a material with a brittle matrix yields significantly greater large notch strength (and effective fracture toughness) than does the same layup used for a material with a toughened matrix and higher strain-to-failure fiber. However, the transverse (soft) direction of the same layup yields uniquely different trends when comparing residual strength curves for the same two materials. Synergistic effects such as these resulted in designations (identifying the specific material, process, and layup) analogous to those applied to distinguish unique characteristics of aluminum alloys (e.g., % constituents, heat treatment). An overall comparison of trends seen in the ATCAS database did yield some insights for predicting the effects of layup in preliminary design. However, residual strength analyses supporting damage tolerant design and maintenance will likely require data for specific details of the material, process, and layup.
7.2.2 Compression Residual Strength

Compression notch sensitivity data is most critical to keel and side quadrant design. As a result, data collected in ATCAS has been limited to sandwich panels. Unlike tension, the compression notched strength has been found to have much less dependence on material, laminate, structures, and manufacturing variables (ref. 11 and 39). Figure 7-15 shows average compression notched strength results for sandwich panels with different facesheet materials, core types, and a wide range of laminate layups (with and without fabric surface plies). The majority of data is for facesheet thicknesses on the order of 0.09 in. In stress space, most of the data tends to clump in a band, suggesting little difference in notched compression properties. The only exceptions are data points for sandwich panels with facesheet thickness increased to 30 plies (0.22 in.).

![Figure 7-15: ATCAS compression notched strength results.](image)

Additional compression notched strength data available at Boeing (including solid laminates) has also shown trends similar to those in Figure 7-15. As shown schematically in Figure 7-16, the strongest effect on compression notched strength appears to be laminate thickness. Failure of notched laminates having distinctly different stiffness at the same stress level indicate that an increased percentage of angle plies (i.e., ±45) result in greater global strain to failure. As is the case for crippling, this behavior may suggest a compression failure mechanism driven by local stability. Another indication that local stability is the dominant mechanism comes from the observation that matrix toughness has little or no effect on the notched compression strength.

Compression notch sensitivity has not been reported as an issue for metal, presumably due to lack of problems with local instability (e.g., no fiber kinking mechanism). As a result,
allowable stresses increase significantly for aircraft structures subjected to high compression loads (e.g., forward areas of ATCAS keel quadrant or upper surface of a transport wing). In order for composite materials to compete with 7000-series aluminum alloys in such applications, the improvements in notched compression strength with increased laminate thickness must be quantified for design. In addition to the thickness effect shown in Figure 7-16, other factors likely to affect local stability (e.g., environment and notch geometry) need to be evaluated in subsequent phases of ATCAS.

![Residual Strength (ksi)](image)

**Figure 7-16: Compression notch sensitivity.**

Reference 6 summarizes other ATCAS studies that showed both post-impact and notched compression residual strengths can be analyzed using a similar approach. The primary difference comes in the additional steps needed to characterize changes in the local stress concentration due to impact damage (e.g., sublaminate stability and local load redistribution). Nondestructive evaluation (NDE) procedures, used in ATCAS to quantify the effects of arbitrary impact damage found in service, are discussed in Section 7.4.

Strain softening analyses have been successfully extended to compression of sandwich structure with single-face impact damages and notches through both facesheets (ref. 38). As one might expect, based on unique failure mechanisms in composite laminates, the strain softening laws used for compression are distinctly different than those used for tension (refs. 6 and 11). The same has been found for other materials (e.g., ref. 42). Figure 7-17 shows that interactions between local softening, stability and impact damage growth were predicted. The combined experimental database and analysis scaling laws should enable accurate compression residual strength predictions needed for damage tolerant design and structural repair manuals. This will also be discussed in Section 7.4.
Finite Element Simulation

crucial to simulation

The damage zone model, using a strain softening approach, accurately predicts the compression response of damaged sandwich panels.

Figure 7-17: Finite element simulations of sandwich post-impact compression tests using a strain softening approach.

7.2.3 Bolted Joints Evaluations

Although structural subcomponent tests were not performed in ATCAS Phases A and B, bearing/bypass properties of candidate skin materials were characterized and some critical splice element tests were performed. Details of these test results and supporting analyses can be found in ref. 11.

Bearing/bypass test results for AFP laminates were found to be close to those obtained previously for tape laminates. A strong correlation between the bypass strain-at-failure and linear-elastic stress concentration factor was observed. Bearing strength was found to be independent of layup. Some intraply hybrids were found to exhibit an inhomogeneous bearing/bypass response dependent on the bolt hole location. Unique properties were also observed for braided/RTM architectures used in ATCAS framing elements.

Predictions of uniaxial bearing/bypass strength were consistent with test results for tension bearing/bypass interactions. Transverse-bearing/compression-bypass strength predictions were found to be conservative. This likely relates to the use of open-hole (instead of filled-hole) compression strength for the bypass failure criteria.

Initial studies on the bolted joint performance of candidate sandwich core close-out design concepts were also performed. Adequate performance was obtained, but future efforts should be able to identify more optimal design details.
7.2.4 Material and Process Control

Significant experience with cost-effective composite processes has resulted in an understanding that will support future process control efforts. A considerable manufacturing and test database for AFP was generated using several prepreg tow materials, each of which was procured at various stages in the development of the fiber prepregging process. Key prepreg tow material attributes believed to affect part manufacturing cost and performance were identified. Significant process-induced performance traits were observed in many of the test panels fabricated using AFP, demonstrating the need for process control. Figure 7-18 provides an example of such differences seen in the tensile fracture performance. The fiber type, matrix type, % constituents, and laminate layup are the same for all results shown in this figure. The main difference is in using AFP or hand-laid tape for laminate fabrication. Note that the most significant differences in Figure 7-18 are not evident until notch sizes greater than one inch. The pulse-echo amplitude map shown in Figure 7-19 for a configured crown panel fabricated using AFP indicates repeatable skin variations which may be responsible for improved fracture properties.

![Figure 7-18: Results of notched tension tests on AFP (tow) and tape laminates of the same nominal material.](image)

Intralply hybrid laminates and braided materials considered in ATCAS applications are shown on the left and right sides of Figure 7-20, respectively. These material forms have been found to have unique attributes for transport fuselage structure, including reduced notch sensitivity. These improved properties are not clearly evident in small coupon tests because the area for load redistribution is insufficient, leading to strong size effects. Figure 7-20 lists some of the other benefits and challenges of these materials. It is crucial to realize that specific attributes may (1) allow changes in requirements and (2) minimize issues for implementing such materials into production. For example, factory inspection procedures commonly used for tape laminates apply relatively high ultrasonic frequencies (e.g., 5 MHz) to detect small defects. These high frequencies interpret the inhomogeneity in intralply hybrids and braided materials as defects (see the ultrasonic scan of a hybrid laminate with center impact in the lower left corner of Figure 7-20). However, the
reduced notch sensitivity of these material forms provides confidence to use lower frequency ultrasound for inspection.

**Figure 7-19:** Inspection results for a crown subcomponent panel that used AFP to laminate the skin.

**Benefits**
- Low-cost base materials
- Automated processes
- Complex part geometries
- Dimensionally stable
- Superior damage tolerance

**Challenges**
- Scaling laws
- Design criteria
- Adaptable tooling
- Factory repair
- Inspection procedures

Tow-placed AS4/S2/938 intraply hybrid skins

**Figure 7-20:** Advanced material forms pursued by ATCAS.
Fabrication of circumferential frames and full-depth sandwich close-outs using textile/RTM technology indicated process improvements are required to meet goals for tolerance-control. Tests of flat textile/RTM specimens also indicated the need for strict process control due to a strong dependence of structural properties on fiber architecture and fiber volume. References 8 and 11 provide additional details for these issues.

Traditional inspection methods (e.g., pulse-echo, TTU, X-ray) were used to characterize all configured panels that were fabricated in ATCAS. Difficulties were noted and development requirements were identified for applying these techniques to specific design details (e.g., frame/skin bondlines, hat-stringers). The ability of TTU techniques to identify delaminations in both sandwich facesheets was demonstrated, although their ability to detect facesheet porosity was not established. Structural analyses and tests were also conducted to evaluate the effects of defects on frame/skin bondline strength. This will be discussed further in Section 7.3.4.

7.2.5 Composite to Metal Interface
Fiberglass isolation was added to all designed aluminum-to-composite interfaces to avoid galvanic corrosion. For metallic parts, the increased stiffness and material/machining costs associated with titanium were contrasted with the isolation requirements for aluminum. In general, titanium was selected for fasteners and splice plates, while aluminum was chosen for external attachment brackets and most internal reinforcement fittings. Local loads induced by differing thermal expansion characteristics of such elements have generally not been considered in studies performed to date. A more systematic approach to facilitate the interface between composite skin panels and metal elements may be achieved through the use of fiberglass/epoxy fabric plies for entire IML and OML surfaces.

7.2.6 Fire Worthiness
Standard flammability and smoke release tests for fuselage interiors were conducted on materials being considered for fuselage skins and stiffening elements. The primary concern was whether the use of composites would result in a greater hazard to passengers and crew during aircraft evacuation in the case of a post-crash fuel-fed external fire. A summary of coupon tests performed on baseline ATCAS materials can be found in ref. 11. Future studies will need to address the behavior of configured structure in conditions of a post-crash fuel-fed external fire such that appropriate design requirements and objectives can be established.

7.3 Structures
This section summarizes major ATCAS achievements on structural issues. The focus will be on the design details considered baseline and/or scaled in manufacturing demonstrations for Phases A and B of the program. Technology for some advanced structural concepts pursued during the course of the program did not advance to a level of maturity that would allow them to be considered in major hardware. A more complete documentation of structural evaluations performed in Phases A and B of ATCAS can be found in ref. 6.
7.3.1 Internal Load Paths

Initial structural sizings were performed with internal load distributions based on a metallic fuselage design. During the last three years of ATCAS, a full-barrel FE model consisting of Phase A/B composite quadrant designs was developed to assess global fuselage response. This effort was performed under a complementary NASA contract with Boeing (Task 3 of NAS1-19349). Figure 7-21 shows a 1994 version of the model. Internal load distributions were generated using this model in conjunction with five critical external load cases, selected to represent the several hundred cases that define the full loads envelope.

![Figure 7-21: Finite element reference model used to determine internal loads within the study section (right half shown).](image)

The model shown in Figure 7-21 underwent several refinements over time. These included (a) updates to quadrant panel stiffnesses, (b) revisions to passenger door cutout structure, (c) mesh refinements (keel tabout and discrete windows), and (d) additions of splice padups, intercostals and discrete frame shear attachments. As discussed in refs. 6 and 18, most of these refinements were found to improve the sharpness of internal load distributions.

Results generated from global models of the ATCAS quadrants supported design refinement of Phase A/B concepts. For example, internal load distributions were used in COSTADE analyses to perform sensitivity studies and update quadrant designs. Some of these studies resulted in significant changes in the stiffnesses of quadrant concepts, indicating a need to perform some iteration with the global internal loads model. An iteration performed with a relatively stiff crown design was found to result in some shift in the crown and keel loads distribution for the critical pitch-axis, body bending case (ref. 18). Software enhancements were developed towards the end of ATCAS, enabling the efficient transfer of element stiffnesses between global F.E. loads models and COSTADE. The benefits of this utility are discussed further in Section 7.5.3.
The results of global loads models were also used to prescribe boundary conditions for local FE analyses such as summarized in Section 7.3.2 and discussed in greater detail by refs. 6 and 18. This included efforts associated with the forward keel, passenger doors, and windowbelt. Correlation with structural tests helped to evaluate model accuracy in simulations of local design details (e.g., ply drops, cutouts, and bonded frame effectivity). Subsequent phases of the program will continue to enhance model accuracy in support of detailed strength prediction (i.e., stress concentrations, load redistribution, and failure criteria).

7.3.2 Detailed Strength & Stability Assessments

Complimentary stress analysis and allowables methods were pursued to 1) support the efficient design of structural configurations and 2) accurately predict the strength and failure mode of critical details. Several requirements were established in pursuit of such tools. First, predictive techniques must account for the curvature and highly-varying combined loads present in fuselage structure. Second, local load paths near areas of significant variation in structural detail must be developed from global loads model results. Third, methods for extending subscale test results to full-scale configured structure are required to ensure time- and cost-effective application of the technology. Finally, consideration of material forms, fiber architectures, layups, scale-induced attributes, and production processes during stiffness and strength characterization is critical.

Structural developments followed the ATCAS approach, including strong manufacturing integration, while considering other requirements described in the previous paragraph. In order to minimize the development costs, this approach used estimated allowables and closed-form analyses to quickly establish preliminary designs with representative details. These designs led to the fabrication of panels with sufficient size and enough detail to be meaningful for both manufacturing and structural evaluation.

In many cases, the hardware produced for the ATCAS program found multi-uses in structural evaluations. Large configured panels were often (1) instrumented, and tested to evaluate local load paths or stability, then (2) damaged and tested to failure to get large-flaw residual strength data, and then (3) remaining undamaged parts of the panel were machined into numerous elements and coupons (e.g., bonded frame pull-off, bolted joints, smaller-flaw residual strength, basic material allowables). Most tests with structural details were subjected to more rigorous analyses than used in preliminary design, including F.E. The combined detailed analysis and test results helped judge if some refinement in the design sizing and allowables approach was required to enhance predictive accuracy. In many cases some form of scaling was required.

Structural evaluations performed during the ATCAS program indicated the importance of manufacturing integration, while focusing coupon investigations on specific gages and layups of interest. Generally, only a small perturbation was needed to update structural details following initial tests. This iteration was used to convert the preliminary design to one that met all structural requirements. Any further material or structural allowables still deemed necessary after the first round of tests were generated for specific structural
details considered in refined designs. In addition to the inherent efficiency of such an approach, the importance of larger scales of evaluation became evident.

Important stiffness-related issues studied in ATCAS included (a) load distribution in the vicinity of splices and discontinuities, including cutouts, ply-drops and impact damage; (b) stability performance of sandwich structure in the presence of combined loading (compression/shear/pressure), disbodied and/or damaged facesheets, frame and/or intercostal details, and rapidly varying facesheet thicknesses, and (c) load redistribution in post-buckled stiffened-skin concepts. Strength issues included (a) combined loads effects, (b) bearing yielding, load redistribution, and failure in multi-fastener splices, (c) interactions with cutouts (windows, passenger doors, etc.), and (d) failure modes of medium- and heavy-gage sandwich structure, thick laminates, textile fiber architectures, and skin/frame bondlines.

Relevant analytical techniques and experimental databases have been developed. Boundary conditions from linear elastic FE loads models were applied to linear and nonlinear analyses of more detailed models to improve understanding of load distributions in the forward keel (e.g., see Figure 7-22) and side panels. Simplified methods for critical structural behaviors of each quadrant were developed and implemented into computer tools (e.g., spreadsheets, COSTADE), allowing more complete evaluation of alternative concepts during design development. Databases were also collected for a range of materials and forms, including AFP laminate and sandwich structure, as well as textile composites.

### 7.3.2.1 Crown Panel
Significant progress has been made in understanding critical failure modes for the crown, using combinations of analysis and test. Due to relatively simple load cases and lack of structural cutouts in the crown, the attention was directed to damage tolerance and bonded frame integrity. Soft-inclusion modeling of impacted stringer crippling tests was successfully accomplished. These results were incorporated in a nonlinear FE simulation of a multi-bay crown stability test panel that included impact damage to the skin and stringers, and a delaminated frame (see Section 7.3.3.2). Detailed FE analyses were used to develop test methods and interpret results for crown frame/skin bondline strength, including the mousehole area (see Section 7.3.4). Extensive modeling of crown tests supported development of the pressure-box test fixture. Correlations with several pressure-box tests were used to enhance modeling strategies required in extending results to fuselage configurations (see Section 7.3.3.1).

### 7.3.2.2 Keel Panel
Keel activities initially focused on the aft end of the fuselage section, characterized by relatively thin sandwich facesheets. Nonlinear FE techniques have successfully predicted unidirectional-compression sandwich stability tests. Generalized plane-strain models have been successfully applied to limited aft-keel frame pull-off and push-in tests, predicting failure modes and loads from simple coupon configurations (see Section 7.3.4).
Test and analysis of thicker mid-keel sandwich configurations were addressed in Phase B activities performed in 1994 and 1995. Other activities towards the end of Phase B addressed load redistribution and stability tests of forward keel configurations, and characterization of thick laminates representative of the forward keel splice region.

Detailed F.E. models, such as that shown in Figure 7-22, were used to analyze and design the forward keel to redistribute very large compression loads from the keel beam. Dark elements in the background of Figure 7-22 are the undeflected keel and lower side; the light elements indicate a non-linear deflection of this structure. Because there is so much interaction between the configured keel and lower side panels, it was necessary to include the lower side panel in this model. The running load introduced at the forward end is approximately 34 kips/inch. For the resulting stability analysis, uniform displacement was applied to the model over an approximated portion of the section 43 keel beam (which is bolted to the forward end of the section 46 keel panel with titanium splice plates). The aft end of this section was modeled to react the loads across its width, and the lower aft end is fixed in place.

The finite element model shown in Figure 7-22 used shell elements for the laminate facesheets, frames, and intercostals; solid elements for the core; and beam elements for the floor beams, roller trays, and stanchions. All structure simulated in the model was geometrically correct (no offsets, lumping, or smearing). The model encompassed 13,980 nodes and 13,950 elements, which led to approximately 60,000 degrees of freedom. Sandwich facesheets have a "ply-by-ply" representation in the model, allowing a detailed view of the strain patterns.

*Figure 7-22: Detailed finite element analysis of keel to side compression load redistribution and stability.*
Several linear finite element runs (of several different designs) were also performed using the model shown in Figure 7-22 to understand the nature of peak panel strains. Ply drop schemes that maintained additional ±45° plies along the edge of the keel panel were found to be more effective at redistributing the concentrated tabout loads into the lower side panels. The keel panel was predicted to fail at approximately 138% of design ultimate load, leading to the deflected shape shown. The failure is specifically predicted to occur in bearing/bypass of the loads entering the tab at the forward bolted joint, and further modeling work and bolt data for thick laminates are needed to arrive at a better understanding of the failure. Additional detailed results from this model are covered in ref. 18.

A large panel with ply build-ups, core insert details, and an inplane tabout characteristic of the forward keel was designed for manufacturing demonstration and compression load redistribution tests at NASA Langley. This panel was successfully fabricated in 1995. Goals of the subsequent compression tests at NASA include an assessment of overall load paths, stress concentrations, and stability. Analysis performed to date using an F.E. model with similar resolution to that shown in Figure 7-22 helped define recommended load and boundary conditions.

### 7.3.2.3 Side Panel

Much of the side quadrant has structure similar to that found in the aft keel. Most Phase A/B activities to characterize the strength and stability of sandwich details unique to the side quadrant were limited to window-belt panels and passenger door cutout reinforcement structure. Two window-belt subcomponent panels were scheduled for test at NASA Langley, starting in 1995. Most of the detailed analysis performed for the passenger door was done under subcontract with Northrop/Grumman. The only hardware designed and built for this effort was the door edge frame members discussed in Section 7.1.1.3 (see Figure 7-9).

The first window-belt panel was fabricated for pressure-box tests at NASA Langley. Figure 7-23 shows this pressure-box test panel which was machined from the manufacturing demonstration panel shown in Figure 7-8. The basic panel design for this subcomponent was based on side global evaluation results with the cutout doubler detail defined using the RARICOM Raleigh-Ritz-based cutout analysis method (refs. 27 and 43). A detailed F.E. model was subsequently used to generate strain and deflection predictions under the proposed test scenarios and analyze the effects of the pressure-box test fixture. A number of different loading sequences for this two-window test panel were analyzed and tested (ref. 27). Goals of these pressure-box studies were to evaluate:

(a) strain distributions near skin doublers and window cutouts,
(b) the effectiveness of bonded circumferential braided/RTM frames,
(c) the effectiveness of bolted braided/RTM window ring frames and full-depth closeouts,
(d) removal of the center body frame to evaluate effects of increased frame spacing, and
(e) damage accumulation from a flaw introduced near the window cutout.
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The sandwich windowbelt panel shown in Figure 7-23 successfully completed all test sequences near the end of Phase B. A comparison of analysis and test results for this panel is planned in Phase C to achieve all goals listed above.

![Image of window belt pressure box test panel.](image)

**Figure 7-23**: Window belt pressure box test panel.

An analytical study was undertaken to further optimize the windowbelt design, particularly in regards to the effects of shear loading, which is a dominant design driver for the window belt. Detailed finite element analyses were performed for a side panel windowbelt segment consisting of three frames, three full-depth core close-outs, and three windows. These analyses led to significant design refinements. First, the doubler thickness was reduced but its width was increased. In addition, these analyses indicated that a simpler, lower-cost, window frame was acceptable (see Figure 5-10). Finite element results for the original design (as represented by the test panel in Figure 7-23) and the reconfigured design are shown in Figure 7-24 for shear loading combined with internal pressure. Additional details of the analysis are documented in refs. 18 and 27.

Another design option considered for the side quadrant was a concept with increased frame-spacing (from 21 inches to 42 inches). Local finite element results for such a configuration, using loads from the forward end of Section 46, indicated some minor shifts in peak windowbelt strains (ref. 18). When the frame spacing is increased to 42 inches, the strains increase by approximately 4% compared to a 21 inch frame spacing, when subjected to the maximum shear loading combined with internal pressure. Although increased frame spacing may present problems in other areas (e.g., floor structure interface), this result and the high potential for cost savings justify future evaluations.
Figure 7-24: Comparison of peak strains for original and optimized windowbelt designs.

The optimized design, whose analysis results are shown in Figure 7-24, was used as a basis for design of the second windowbelt sandwich panel (see Figure 7-25). This 7 ft. by 10 ft panel was successfully fabricated at the end of Phase B. It will be used for manufacturing and structural assessments.

Figure 7-25: Second manufacturing demonstration panel configured for testing in the D-Box facility.
Following manufacturing tolerance evaluations and test preparation, the panel shown in Figure 7-25 will be delivered to NASA Langley in the first quarter 1996 for testing in the D-box test facility. As indicated in the figure, composite skirt panels will be fabricated and mechanically fastened to the window-belt panel to meet the D-box's 120-inch by 120-inch aperture. Preliminary test plans build on results obtained from pressure box testing, with the important addition of shear loading. Both undamaged strain surveys and damage tolerance evaluations are planned. Maximum design loads for the panel are 2500 lb/in axial, 18.2 psi internal pressure, and 1350 lb/in shear.

Collaborative efforts between Boeing and Northrop/Grumman led to passenger door design refinements. The latter has been involved in structural analysis of door details using optimization capabilities of the ASTROS (Automated Structural Optimization System, ref. 44) finite element code. This analysis has used boundary conditions from Boeing's global internal loads model (ref. 18). An ASTROS local model of the passenger door structure as shown in Figure 7-26. A total of forty-four design variables were defined within the ASTROS model, controlling features such as skin thickness and layup, and sill, edge and auxiliary frame flange, cap and web thicknesses. Results of this model are discussed in refs. 27 and 43.

*Figure 7-26: ASTROS passenger door cutout finite element model.*
7.3.2.4 Circumferential and Longitudinal Panel Splices

Characterization of splice behavior for both skin/stringer and sandwich panel configurations has been limited. Basic bolted joint characterization tests have been conducted on AFP carbon/epoxy and hybrid carbon/glass/epoxy laminate coupons (ref. 11). Some experimental and nonlinear FE studies of bolted joints for a forward keel splice have been performed (refs. 11 and 45).

Sandwich panel splice concepts that have been investigated during Phase A/B of ATCAS are shown in Figure 7-27. Prior to the fabrication of a splice test panel, splice details such as the full-depth longitudinal splice shown on the bottom left of this figure were fabricated as part of large manufacturing demonstration panels. The web of the close-out was only 0.04 inches thick, which was not thick enough to handle fastener clamp-up loads. Subsequent close-out designs modified this detail by using solid laminate sections for fastener support. The "matched-ramp" longitudinal splices, shown on the right of Figure 7-27, and the symmetrically tapering circumferential splice were also fabricated to get test coupons. Static and fatigue tests have been performed with elements representing all three of the splice sections shown in Figure 7-27 (ref. 11).

![Circumferential Splice Concept](image)

![Longitudinal Splice Concepts](image)

Figure 7-27: Development of sandwich panel close-outs.

7.3.3 Damage Tolerance

As discussed in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2, a significant database has been collected in ATCAS on composite notch sensitivity (tension and compression). Several structural evaluations, involving analyses and tests, have also been performed. The combined database and supporting analyses have lead to some understanding of material, laminate, structural, and manufacturing variables crucial to composite fuselage. This subsection gives a brief synopsis of the ATCAS structural damage tolerance work performed to date. References 6, 7, 17, 38, 39, 40, and 46 provide a more thorough description. Subsequent studies are required to quantify the effects of combined loads (including compression, shear, and pressure), dynamic pressure containment, fatigue, and other damage scenarios.
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Structural tests and analyses have evaluated the ability of selected ATCAS skin/stringer and sandwich configurations to meet fuselage damage tolerance requirements and design goals. Key factors affecting damage tolerance performance include notched strength properties for laminated skins, structural configurations, and load transfer from damaged skin to bonded elements (frames or stiffeners). Notched strength properties have proven to be one of the most dominating factors for ATCAS designs. For example, the advantages of intraply hybridization to large-notch, tension fracture strength have been found to translate to structural configurations in Phase A/B (see Figure 7-28). Structural test results have also confirmed the need to consider inelastic responses in residual strength predictions, including the damage growth and resulting load redistribution. Application of the strain-softening approach to predict damage growth in structural configurations has been successful, but simulations of reduced load transfer to discrete bonded elements had not been completed by the end of Phase B.

![Figure 7-28: Residual strengths of unstiffened and stiffened fracture panels tested for crown designs.](image)

### 7.3.3.1 Tension Performance

Both axial and hoop damage tolerance were evaluated for crown structure. The former considered high axial loads for critical pitch-axis, body-bending, maneuvers with penetrating damage that severed skin and hat stringers. Hoop damage tolerance included pressure load cases (with and without body-bending) and penetrating damage that severed the skin and circumferential frames.

Discussions of axial damage tolerance tests performed for ATCAS crown panels can be found in references 6, 9, 17, 38, 39, and 46. Figure 7-28 shows nominal failure stresses for two flat, 5-stringer, crown panels that represented the largest scale tested for axial loads in Phases A/B. Similar failure modes and nonlinear, inelastic load transfer was
observed as damage growth in each panel approached the arresting stringer. However, as discussed in reference 9, a relatively simple residual strength analysis was found to accurately predict the failure of these two panels. This analysis was based on skin large-notch fracture properties, skin stiffness, stringer spacing, and stiffening ratio.

Benchmark pressure-box tests for configured crown panels have been ongoing since 1992. These tests were defined to study hoop damage tolerance, ultimate strength, and bonded frame integrity for curved, configured panels. A total of nine panels will be tested to evaluate several variations in crown design detail (e.g., bonded vs. bolted frames). Figure 7-29 shows one of the five crown panel tests performed in the pressure-box fixture to date. The test fixture was built and the first two tests were performed at Boeing (ref. 47). In 1993, the Boeing-built fixture was transported to NASA Langley and reassembled for subsequent tests. Note that the sandwich window-belt panel described in Section 7.3.2.3 was also tested in the pressure-box shown in Figure 7-29.

Bolted frame crown designs tested in the pressure box have been found to have adequate pressure capability and damage tolerance. Intraply hybrid skins were found to have superior damage tolerance, sustaining 15 psi internal pressure with large discrete source damage. Graphite/epoxy panel designs, having close to the same areal density, failed similar tests at approximately two-thirds of this pressure level. Additional discussion on hoop damage tolerance tests performed using the pressure box and supporting analyses can be found in references 6, 7, 39, 47, 48, and 49.
Another focus of pressure-box testing has been on bonded frame design details. Early failure occurred to one pressure-loaded panel subjected to high axial loads. Fracture of this panel appears related to biaxial load introduction and the associated higher stresses at the test panel edges near axial fixture attachments (ref. 48). Analyses indicate that metal doublers that were bonded to outside skin bays increased stresses near outer frames in this test panel. Bonded metal doublers were used for high axial load introduction rather than bolted attachments because the test panel had relatively soft axial stiffness and was believed to have insufficient bearing/bypass capability. During the course of panel failure analysis, high axial tension loads were also found to aggravate the pressure pillowing load and moment distribution for bonded frame pull-off. Additional analysis showed that a relatively stiff panel design identified at the end of crown studies (see discussion in Section 5.1) would lower the effects of high axial loads on pressure pillowing moments and eliminate the need for bonded metal doublers in pressure-box testing. This improved skin design also needs to be checked for damage tolerance as related to the mousehole detail.

7.3.3.2 Compression Performance

Work in compression damage tolerance was performed for the forward crown and aft keel. Figure 7-30 shows two major compression tests that were performed at NASA Langley in support of designs in these areas. Note that the maximum compression loads for the forward crown (skin/stringer design) and aft keel (sandwich design) were similar. Special test fixturing (panel edge and frame attachments) was designed to simulate fuselage loading. Before evaluating a range of damage scenarios, each test also accessed panel stability.

![Figure 7-30: Major axial compression tests and analysis.](image-url)
Analysis and test results for the forward crown panel shown in Figure 7-30 have been documented (ref. 50). Damage scenarios included barely visible impact in critical locations and a portion of a frame removed to simulate debonding. The latter was repaired before testing the panel to failure. Results from this forward crown test indicated that the hat-stiffened panel with bonded, mouseholed frame had more than sufficient capability for crown compression stability and damage tolerance requirements.

Analysis and test results for the aft keel panel shown in Figure 7-30 have been documented (refs. 38 and 39). A range of damage scenarios and load cases were analyzed for this test panel in order to obtain the maximum amount of experimental data. Damage scenarios that increased in severity were added to the panel and failure predictions were used to define peak loads such that the panel did not fail until the final loading sequence. Damage included barely visible impact on the OML, a 4 in. penetration in the OML facesheet, and an 8 in. penetration through both facesheets. The interactions between local softening, stability and damage growth were well predicted for all cases. The complete series of tests successfully demonstrated each associated design goal and the panel failed in the last loading sequence at seven percent above the predicted load.

As discussed in previous sections, a number of major keel and side test panels were fabricated near the end of Phase B. A "forward keel" test panel was designed and fabricated to evaluate the redistribution of high compression loads near significant skin ply drops and a tabout simulating the wheel well cutout. Window-belt panels for both the Boeing and Lockheed sandwich designs were also fabricated and prepared for combined load testing at NASA Langley (ref. 51). Structural tests for these panels are planned in 1996 and 1997. Some damage scenarios will be considered for both forward keel compression load redistribution and window-belt combined load tests. Subcomponent tests and analyses for combined load conditions, including compression, shear, and pressure, are crucial to continued advancements in composite fuselage technology. A complete evaluation of the effects of large cutouts (e.g., doors), major splices, and explosive decompression will ultimately require structural tests with a configured fuselage section.

### 7.3.4 Bonded Frame Integrity

The baseline design concept in each quadrant includes bonded frames. As discussed in previous sections, the crown has a skin/stiffened design, while the keel and sides use sandwich. Figure 7-31 shows that sandwich construction has much greater resistance to bonded frame pull-off failures, such as those occurring due to cabin pressure loads. This directly relates to the increased bending stiffness of sandwich skin panels. Note that pull-off loads for both skin-stringer and sandwich designs increase with skin and facesheet thickness, respectively. Only small improvements in pull-off strength have been noted when increasing sandwich panel facesheet thickness from 10 to 30 plies. Note that core debond failure was observed only in sandwich tests with thin facesheets.

The pull-off strengths shown in Figure 7-31 are indicative of test results obtained for shear-dominated loading. This is the critical load condition for sandwich designs which
fail due to peak stresses below the frame web. In the case of the skin/stringer design, lower pull-off forces than those shown in Figure 7-31 were noted when using longer loading spans due to an increased peeling moment at the edge of the frame. For moment-dominated cases, pull-off force is not a good measure of bonded element strength.

![Figure 7-31: Bonded frame pull-off strengths for crown and keel design concepts (see test specimen & fixture in Fig. 7-34).](image)

Pressure pillowing analysis performed to support building block tests and fuselage design helped establish procedures for scaling element pull-off test results to the configured crown structure (refs. 6, 7, 52 and 53). This analysis revealed that peak peeling stresses occur for the crown skin/stringer design at the edge of the frame flange. Figure 7-32 shows a micrograph cross-section of this area at the start of failure. Cracking in a resin rich ridge, followed by matrix crack growth to three plies deep in the skin, occurs prior to delamination growth. Preferred growth in the skin relates to the lower toughness of AS4/938 material. Numerous tests supporting this effort, including an evaluation of variations in design and manufacturing details, were also performed as part of a subcontract with Drexel University (ref. 54).

![Figure 7-32: Frame pull-off failure in skin-stiffened crown design.](image)
The mouseholed structural detail found in the baseline crown design (see the test specimen in Figure 7-33) aggravates local frame bondline peeling and skin tensile stresses for cabin pressure and high axial load cases (refs. 53 and 55). As discussed in Section 7.1.1.1, this area also complicates panel fabrication issues. Ongoing pressure-box testing at NASA Langley is currently assessing whether the bonded mousehole region of the crown design has sufficient structural integrity. In late 1995, a pressure-box test was performed to evaluate the effect of two ultimate pressure load cases on bonded mousehole strength. The bonded frame crown design was found to meet these requirements, while sustaining minimal matrix damage and delamination in a resin rich zone located at the frame flange edge within the mousehole (ref. 6). The combined case of high axial loads and pressure still requires attention in future pressure-box tests.

Note: frame cap and f-flange have been removed for test purposes

Figure 7-33: Test specimen to evaluate mousehole crown design detail at the intersection of bonded frames and hat-stiffeners.

Demonstration of the durability of composite structures is also essential to obtaining airline acceptance of composite fuselage design concepts. The durability of sandwich structures and bonded attachments are of particular concern. Materials and design details resistant to fatigue damage or defect growth under fatigue loads are also desirable. Accurate models for predicting fatigue damage formation and growth, and growth of manufacturing defects are needed to establish appropriate inspection intervals. Fatigue tests of crown and keel configurations were conducted to assess frame/skin bondline response, both with and without defects (e.g., Figure 7-34). These tests suggested that each configuration had some sensitivity to fatigue, but at loads that were well above ultimate requirements. The crown mouseholed design detail requires more work to ensure structural durability for at least 20 years of service typical for commercial aircraft.
7.4 Maintenance

This section summarizes major ATCAS achievements on maintenance-related issues. Affordable maintenance technology is crucial to airline acceptance of composites in transport aircraft structures. This was pointed out early in the ACT program by the steering committee which recommended more efforts are needed to address the "ilities", including inspectability, repairability, reliability, durability, and, in general, maintainability. Figure 7-35 shows the maintenance development guidelines which were adopted per this recommendation during Phase B of the ATCAS composite fuselage program. A more complete documentation of structural durability and maintenance-related evaluations performed in Phases A and B of ATCAS can be found in references 11 and 56, respectively. Additional details are also presented in references 38, and 57 - 59.

A cornerstone of the ATCAS maintenance development philosophy shown in Figure 7-35 is damage tolerance. Tension and compression notch sensitivity curves discussed in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 can help supplement the structural residual strength database needed to assess the allowable damage limits (ADL) and critical damage thresholds (CDT) defined in Figure 7-35. The ADL allows quick determination of the need for repair during scheduled inspection. The CDT should be sufficient to allow safe aircraft operation between inspection intervals. Knowledge of the residual strength curve, structural load
paths, and inspection capabilities should allow determination of both ADL and CDT as a function of location for the entire structure.

**Figure 7-35: Rules for maintainable composite structure.**

Inspection and repair applicable to a service environment must also be considered during design selection. Subsequent design concept developments should include parallel efforts to establish maintenance procedures in each of these areas. Composite repair processes, inspection methods, and any required investment in equipment should be affordable to airlines. Nondestructive inspection (NDI) and evaluation (NDE) procedures used during scheduled maintenance will need to be practical for damage location and quantitative disposition, respectively. Ultrasonic NDE methods should only be used to assess the effects of damage found by more easily performed NDI procedures (e.g., visual).

7.4.1 **Inspect and Quantify Effects of Damage**

Common damage threats for composite structure include (1) impacts caused by accidental vehicle collision or foreign objects (e.g., runway debris, hail, tool drop), (2) overheated surfaces, (3) lightning strike, (4) erosion, or (5) other environmental effects (e.g., UV exposure, moisture uptake, or thermal cycles) which can also degrade existing damage (ref. 60). There is often little or no detailed information on the event that caused the damage found in service (e.g., impactor geometry, energy levels, time since occurrence). As a result, studies involving standard impacts have limited direct benefits to maintenance. Procedures are needed to quantify the extent of damage and its effect on residual strength. These procedures will also help simplify the required repair (e.g., number of plies and scarf area for bonded repairs).
Preliminary impact studies have been performed for structural design details in all ATCAS quadrants (refs. 11, 19, 22, and 57). As related to maintenance, the main purpose of these studies was to (1) understand critical damage characteristics (i.e., those which are least visible, while having the strongest effect on residual strength) and (2) develop suitable NDI and NDE procedures.

The most complete impact study was a designed experiment performed for stiffened structure with skin gages typical of the ATCAS baseline crown design (ref. 57). This study evaluated the effects of a wide range of impact threats on resulting damage to differing material and structural configurations. Important intrinsic (material, laminate, and structural) and extrinsic (impact scenarios, impactor characteristics, and environment) variables affecting characteristic damage states were identified, and NDE methods capable of assessing the size and stiffness of damaged regions were demonstrated. Different impact locations on the structure (e.g., stiffener flange, skin midbay) were also evaluated. Dynamic finite element analyses, such as those illustrated in Figure 7-36, were used to help simulate an interaction between specific combinations of intrinsic variables and impact events. Other studies performed in ATCAS used structural analyses and tests to evaluate the effects of impact damage on laminate strength and stability, stringer crippling, skin/stringer panel stability, sandwich panel strength and stability, and frame/skin bondline strength (refs. 6, 11, 19, 38, 40, 50, 53, and 63).

Figure 7-36. Results from finite element simulation of three-stringer composite panel impact tests correlate well with experimental measurements.
Results from the impact designed experiment (Ref. 57) and thermal distortion analyses (Ref. 38) both indicated that the use of a detailed visual inspection to detect potential composite damage may be suitable for NDI but it appears limited as applied to NDE. The left side of Figure 7-37 shows how "back-side" damage to a laminated composite structure can affect local distortion on the front surface of a panel (ref. 38). Efficient techniques for performing a detailed visual inspection over large structural surface areas exist (refs. 61 and 62); however, the total inspection costs (including the equipment acquisition costs) for such procedures must be acceptable to airlines.

The right side of Figure 7-37 shows an NDE method pursued in ATCAS for quantifying the effects of impact damage. This method, which was referred to as an "automated coin tap" by airlines participating in an ATCAS DBT, appears to have promise as a reliable procedure for use in-service. Good correlation has been found between the reduced local stiffness experimentally measured by Lamb wave dispersion and out-of-plane mechanical loading devices (ref. 57). Other methods evaluated in these experiments had little or no correlation with the mechanical load measurements.

Efficient methods to find damage (analytical simulations of local distortion)

Reliable methods to quantify damage (lamb wave dispersion developments)

Undeformed surface contour

Deformed surface contour

Figure 7-37: Support for procedures to locate and characterize damage.

7.4.2 Sandwich Water Ingression

The ATCAS selection of sandwich design concepts for side and keel quadrants has brought out concerns for durability issues related to water ingress. Studies performed at Boeing (ref. 11) and the University of Iowa (ref. 64) attempted to isolate water and moisture transport mechanisms in sandwich structure. Studies at Boeing focussed on (i) core permeability, (ii) core and facesheet integrity (resistance to matrix cracking under static and fatigue loads), and (iii) ground/air/ground cycles for sandwich panels with
portions of the core exposed to moisture. The University of Iowa had a subcontract to study moisture vapor and liquid water transport mechanisms between cells exposed to high humidity environments and those isolated by distance. The experimental apparatus designed for these tests embedded relative humidity sensors in the remote honeycomb cells. The goal of all of these efforts was to help identify reliable sandwich design details, material types, and manufacturing processes that achieve commercial service durability goals for primary structure. In as much as environmental durability studies take significant time, they are expected to continue into Phase C of ATCAS.

Figure 7-38 shows some key results found to date in Boeing sandwich durability studies. Tests were performed to evaluate how the cells in a honeycomb panel respond to fluctuating environments. Some of the honeycomb cells were directly exposed to the environment, as is possible in service when local damage occurs, while the internal behavior of remote cells with sealed facesheets was monitored.

**Flight Cycle Test - Phase II: Single Cycle Thermal Exposure**
(holding pressure constant at 2.15 psia, with no humidity)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temp. (F)</th>
<th>Pressure (psia)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-40</td>
<td>8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-80</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7-38: Sandwich panel water ingestion studies.**

In the set of experiments shown in Figure 7-38, the internal pressure and temperature of remote honeycomb cells was monitored while the entire panel was subjected to an environment with constant outside pressure and variable temperature. Note that the internal response of a core material with cell walls judged to be impermeable to air behaved as an ideal gas trapped inside a constant volume (changes directly related to temperature variations) while a "permeable core" had internal pressure which constantly tended to equilibrium with the chamber. These results suggested that permeable cores may have an accelerated moisture transport mechanism in which moisture vapor and condensed water in exposed cells can be pumped throughout the honeycomb panel while pressure equilibrium is reached during aircraft landing. Additional details on these studies are given in reference 11.
X-rays were taken periodically for the Boeing water ingestion panels subjected to ground/air/ground cycles. After more than 500 cycles, X-rays indicated traces of water ingestion in some of the cells adjacent to exposed cells in most samples tested. The permeable cells had more penetration than those that were not permeable; however, the rate of movement was slow in all cases. Data available at the end of Phase B was not able to distinguish whether the slow migration was related to natural diffusion processes or a breakdown in the honeycomb cell wall as a function of freeze/thaw mechanisms. Additional confusion came in experimental evidence suggesting greater tendencies along one area of the cells directly exposed to the moisture source, as opposed to other areas that were also exposed. Continued measurements of the resistance to moisture movement into Phase C of ATCAS should prove important in defining inspection intervals for sandwich design detail.

Long term tests performed at the University of Iowa, without cyclic temperature and humidity conditions, suggested that moisture transport between impermeable honeycomb cells is a very slow process (reference 64). Tests involving thermal spikes and permeable core had somewhat different response than those performed with baseline materials and constant temperatures. Diffusion analysis for cellular solids such as composite honeycomb panels should be performed in the future to help model these transport processes. In addition to supporting an understanding of moisture vapor and liquid water ingestion, such analyses would also help predict the time required for extraction prior to bonded sandwich repair.

7.4.3 Repair

The development of structural repair procedures for ATCAS designs began in 1992. American Airlines maintenance personnel played an important role in these developments. The baseline repair processes for hat-stiffened crown and sandwich keel designs involved bolted and bonded procedures, respectively.

An American Airlines mechanic is shown performing the bolted repair for an ATCAS crown panel in Figure 7-39 (ref. 58). Repair designs for this panel required significant F.E. analysis as part of a subcontract performed at Oregon State University. This effort was also supported by repair coupon tests. The F.E. analyses, coupon test results, and analysis correlations from this work are documented in reference 56. The panel shown in Figure 7-39 is currently waiting to be tested in the pressure box at NASA Langley.

The crown was the only ATCAS fuselage quadrant that did not establish maintenance procedures until after base structural designs for manufacturing scaleup were set, resulting in unnecessarily complex repair designs and processes (refs. 56 and 58). A change to the stiffer crown design discussed in Section 5.1 would eliminate this complexity, restating the need to consider maintenance early in the design process.

Figure 7-40 shows sandwich bonded repair trials performed at American. Similar repairs were completed for a 30-ply mid keel panel which was tested in uniaxial compression at NASA (ref. 59). In order to avoid large scarf angles for bonded patch repairs to sandwich panels with thick facesheets, F.E. analysis supported the development of mid keel repair
designs. These analyses and the mid keel compression test performed at NASA Langley are also documented in reference 56.

Figure 7-39: Aft crown bolted repair at American Airlines.

Figure 7-40: Mid keel bonded repair at American Airlines.
7.5 Design Cost Model Development
Since the start of the ACT program, cost has been the top issue to resolve for expanded composite applications. Past composite development approaches of optimizing structural weight prior to addressing manufacturing methods has traditionally resulted in costly designs. As discussed in Section 4.3, ATCAS has considered material and manufacturing costs as a major part of the design process throughout Phases A/B of the program. Materials must be selected to balance performance and cost. The development of cost-effective manufacturing processes is also not sufficient to guarantee low costs. Parallel design efforts must focus on concepts that ensure the efficient use of these processes. The issues are not limited to recurring costs. Manufacturing process efficiencies can strongly affect overall factory flow, and the associated rate tooling and factory space requirements.

Cost prediction tools, including documented methods, software, and the required databases, can benefit each stage of design development. Numerous recent publications have suggested that the majority of production costs are set by early design decisions. Although it is hard to argue with such a statement, it may be better to state that the lower limit of production costs are strongly affected by early decisions. Preliminary tools can be used to select concepts and guide cost-effective composite developments. However, it is crucial that such tools evolve with an integrated database to capture a thorough understanding of the desired design details for efficient factory flow. Fabrication costs can be adversely affected by incorporating local design details that are incompatible with the chosen manufacturing processes. Established cost prediction tools are needed for accurate and timely DBT support during production design definition when a program attempts to achieve the lower limit of production costs while optimizing product value for each customer's needs.

The ATCAS program began work on a design cost model in 1990. Original efforts were performed by Boeing and a subcontract with the University of Washington. The original software developed was called UWCODA. In 1991, this effort was expanded in a modification to the ATCAS contract (see ref. 13). Objectives for this effort included:

i) develop an understanding of design details critical to manufacturing cost,
ii) develop a theoretical framework, general enough to model design/cost relationships for both current and evolving processes,
iii) incorporate design constraints to help ensure concepts analyzed for cost are also structurally sound,
iv) develop methods to analyze the effects of design details on manufacturing tolerances and add appropriate model constraints,
v) develop and adapt a "blending function" which enables the model to cost-effectively blend design details over variations in load,
vi) combine i) through v) into a software package called Cost Optimization Software for Transport Aircraft Design Evaluation (COSTADE), and
vii) verify the design cost model with available data,
The code UWCODA was expanded to meet these objectives and renamed COSTADE.
Figure 7-41 shows the many facets of COSTADE that relate to cost and product value. Cost modules directly predict the effect of design variables on fabrication and assembly costs. Manufacturing and blending modules constrain the design within acceptable producibility limits, controlling point to point design variation, panel warpage, and tolerance stack-up. Weight assessments can be coupled with cost to pursue designs with optimum product value. Other modules provide utilities for efficient design development, affecting the nonrecurring costs related to cycle time. Subcontracts with Massachusetts Inst. of Tech. (MIT), Univ. of Washington, Sikorsky Aircraft, Northrop/Grumman Corp., and Dow-UT have supported Boeing in this effort.

![Diagram of COSTADE](Diagram)

**Figure 7-41: Cost Optimization Software for Transport Aircraft Design Evaluation**

Four contractor reports were compiled at the end of Phase B to document the COSTADE initiative. As a result, summary discussions contained in the following subsections have been abbreviated. A more complete overview of COSTADE, which focuses on its capabilities and applications, is given in reference 14. Theoretical framework developed in ATCAS for design cost assessment, including (a) the mathematical basis established at MIT, (b) approach to characterize the processes in a selected factory, and (c) composite fuselage results, is documented in reference 10. The COSTADE users manual and ATCAS process cost analysis database are presented in references 15 and 37, respectively.

### 7.5.1 Theoretical Framework

One of the most important benefits of the COSTADE initiative has been interactions between team members with diverse backgrounds. Figure 7-42 provides an overview on the expected evolution of cost models during Boeing development stages leading to
production. The framework established to mature advanced technology through stages of development is integrally related to the DBT approach used in ATCAS (reference 10). Insights derived during COSTADE development have been used to help define a process, whereby strong company interactions between structures, manufacturing, finance, and facilities organizations are required to efficiently generate the necessary cost databases.

Applications for a design cost model change with the stages of development and product implementation shown in Figure 7-42. As described in Figure 7-43, three main types of applications are envisioned, each crucial to guiding the DBT at different stages. Early applications for a design cost model (i.e., Stages 1 and 2) focus on quantifying benefits of the technology and guiding developments. Approaching the implementation of a particular product (i.e., Stages 3 and 4), the model will help optimize the design configuration and define the manufacturing facility. Finally, a design cost model can help complete product definition with an assessment of how specific design details affect process flow and the resulting manufacturing cost.

Past industrial cost models have generally been empirical, lacking a theoretical basis. Therefore, their application to advanced technology that has little database were limited. The development of mathematical theories linking manufacturing cost to design variables were pursued in a MIT subcontract (refs. 10, 65-67). Equations with common functional forms were developed and procedures were identified for determining coefficients that have physical meaning. The combined mathematical basis and recommended procedures to create and update cost equations provide the theoretical framework for cost assessment of advanced technology (ref. 10). This effort has also provided a non-proprietary,
educational basis that should prove useful for training and communication between different disciplines involved in the various stages of development.

**Figure 7-43: Three Applications of a Design Cost Model.**

### 7.5.2 ATCAS Cost Database

Initial cost assessments for each ATCAS quadrant were based on projected material costs and comprehensive manufacturing plans. Each process (e.g., AFP, core machining) was subdivided into steps (e.g., tool cleaning, hole drilling), and cost predictions for each step extrapolated from existing data, where available, or estimated using physical insights. Some preliminary factory simulations determined tooling, machine, and space requirements. Using groundrules (see Table 6-1) established early in the ACT program, quadrant costs were generated through the summation of individual cost elements. As discussed in Section 6-1, credible comparative estimates for state-of-the-art metallic structure were generated to evaluate progress towards achieving cost and weight targets.

As part of the COSTADE initiative, Boeing and MIT have converted over two hundred process-step based relationships to a consistent mathematical basis. The first-order equation forms used for most of these equations are shown in Table 7-1. Equation sets which represent the ATCAS factory were used to predict composite costs presented in Section 6.2. As a result, detailed estimates that took several months to perform in past ATCAS trade studies have been replaced by a design cost model that provides timely and repeatable results.
The theoretical basis and process cost analysis database established for composite fuselage designs will allow the ATCAS DBT to continue maturing cost insights. The equations in Table 7-1 can be used to predict labor times for either individual or accumulated process steps. Labor rates are used to convert times to dollars. The ACT cost estimating groundrules do not explicitly account for equipment and facilities. Instead wrap rates of $100/hour and $75/hour were used for recurring and nonrecurring labor, respectively. At Boeing and other companies, equipment and facilities costs are an important part of the decision process for developing and implementing new technologies such as composites. During the development of cost models and database preprocessors for COSTADE, allowances were made to expand the tool beyond ACT cost groundrules in future applications. As shown in the product development application in Figure 7-43, design cost models are recommended in support of resource planning.

Each process-step equation developed for ATCAS are based on design variables (e.g., part geometry and weight) critical to the resulting costs. Detailed estimates generated during quadrant cost trades and relevant existing data supported characterization of the model coefficients. Figure 7-44 shows the key design variables affecting total ATCAS costs. A complete documentation of the variables can be found in references 10 and 37.
Example results from an ATCAS cost equation used for ply layup in the AFP process are shown in Figure 7-45. The curves in this figure plot process labor times for the same ply area but different ply aspect ratios. Note the relationship between ply angle and process time changes as a function of ply geometry, indicating significant interaction.

![Figure 7-45: Labor required for AFP layup has been characterized as a function of ply shape and ply orientation.](image)

7.5.3 COSTADE Software Utilities

As shown schematically in Figure 7-41, the software tool called COSTADE supports many aspects of cost-effective and efficient design optimization. Cost, manufacturing, and structural algorithms within COSTADE use existing skin/stringer and sandwich databases to ensure structural integrity and manufacturability. Blending modules combine a series of point designs into a compatible panel definition. Multiple loading conditions and discrete characteristics of design variables associated with composite structures (e.g., integer number of plies) are accommodated. Links to FE loads models allow the effects of stiffness changes on load distributions to be addressed during the optimization process.

Blending and optimization software utilities developed for COSTADE at the University of Washington are worthy of special mention (refs. 68 and 69). The top of Figure 7-46 describes some benefits attained from these utilities, which enable DBTs to simultaneously assess the cost and weight of viable designs that meet structural requirements.

Blending has been crucial to allowing the practical cost and weight optimization of producible structural designs. The blending utility effectively links design details to cost predictions, point by point structural analyses, and other model constraints. The primary issue that blending helps solve is that costs are calculated over the continuous surface of a component while stress analyses are performed to determine the margins of safety at points in the loads space. In design optimization, point by point selection of design detail must recognize how structural continuity affects producibility and cost. Blending utilities help to select local design details based on what is optimum for the panel as a whole.
The ability to perform local analyses that recognize the effects of neighboring points is crucial to the design of affordable aircraft structure. Initial COSTADE analyses performed in ATCAS were labor intensive and required manual blending of designs. The bottom of Figure 7-46 shows crown panel designs generated in 1992 (ref. 12) and in 1993 (ref. 17) using manual and automated blending, respectively. The former effort required significant amounts of design constraint and took roughly 10 times as long to complete. This example helps to illustrate the advantages of COSTADE blending capabilities.

One of the primary schedule, manpower, and manufacturing cost drivers occurring during production design relates to the time-consuming iterations that occur with internal loads analyses. Efforts supporting ATCAS fuselage design near the end of Phase B developed a link between global internal loads analyses and COSTADE design optimization (refs. 18, 14, 15, 70, and 71). The related long-term goal is to establish guidelines, procedures, and software utilities that allow rapid iteration between internal load updates and design refinement. Note that the two designs in Figure 7-46 resulted in significant differences in the axial crown panel stiffness. Although the two were designed to the same original internal loads, one or both will cause significant changes in these loads after iterating new crown stiffness in the global fuselage model. This example is particularly relevant to the ATCAS crown design discussed in previous sections. Desirable benefits in manufacturing, damage tolerance, repair, and bonded frame strength occur with the relatively stiff crown design; however, shifts in the internal load must be evaluated.
The optimization capability of COSTADE allows rapid exploration of the complex interactions associated with aircraft design criteria, fabrication cost, manufacturing constraints, and structural weight. It has been successfully used to determine important cost trends for major design variables, evaluate differing load redistribution methods, select initial configurational details (e.g., layups), and quickly refine designs for updated loads and test results. For example, COSTADE optimization results in Figure 7-47 show how cost and weight changes as a function of stiffener spacing (ref. 12).

Figure 7-47: COSTADE crown panel analyses identified important cost/weight trends related to stiffener spacing.
8.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

8.1 Benefits of Integrated Product Development

The integrated approach used for technology development in the ATCAS program matured over time. Figure 8-1 lists seven guidelines that were derived based on ATCAS experiences. Many of these formed a basis for Boeing's initiatives discussed in Section 3.2.1 to stage composite structural development.

The first guideline in Figure 8-1 relates to continued cost evaluation of the composite technology as it is developed. Manufacturing, structures, and maintenance insights will improve as technical issues are resolved and the database expands. Changes in the Total DOC versus state-of-the-art aluminum is a good measure of the success of each stage of development. The second, third, and fourth guidelines suggest that design details should be addressed early in manufacturing and maintenance development efforts. Technology in each functional area should also mature at the same rate, instead of developments in series (e.g., repair issues should be addressed from the start). In addition, scale-up and repetitive demonstrations provide valuable data that should be collected as early as feasible.

1. Continuous total cost assessment is crucial
2. Consider design detail and manufacturing scale-up early in process development
3. Critical evaluation of manufacturing and maintenance issues must support design decisions at each stage of development
4. Perform multiple fabrication and repair trials with critical details
5. Strong manufacturing-induced performance traits have been noted for advanced composite processes
6. Building block tests/analysis should consider the largest structural scale feasible early in design development
7. Design cost model that integrates functional databases has potential to be a very useful tool for hardware applications

Figure 8-1: Guidelines established from integrating functional efforts in the ATCAS program.

The fifth and sixth guidelines in Figure 8-1 relate to ATCAS experiences in evaluating fuselage structural issues. For example, processes such as AFP were found to yield differing fracture properties that became most evident in the largest scale of mechanical
testing. Numerous other examples of links between manufacturing processes and structural performance can also be given. As is the case for metal aircraft structure, findings from ATCAS reinforce the need for integrated development of manufacturing processes and structural details.

The final guideline in Figure 8-1 relates to ATCAS developments of design cost utilities (methods, databases, and software tools, e.g., COSTADE and PCAD). As the ATCAS database expanded, these utilities have been updated to support a DBT in each stage of design/manufacturing refinement. Future enhancements, in preparation for composite fuselage applications, will continue to focus on timely analyses that ensure a program can efficiently meet cost- and weight-saving goals.

8.2 Current Status

All program goals established in the contract were met by the end of ATCAS Phase B. Figure 8-2 shows ATCAS progress in the staging procedure used by Boeing to judge technology readiness (see Section 3.2.1). As shown, all functional areas have been addressed in parallel, yielding similar levels of technology status. A more detailed assessment of the progress in each functional area is given in the other Contractor Reports documenting ATCAS Phase A/B results (see notes in Figure 8-2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Initial Concept</th>
<th>Concept Development</th>
<th>Large-Scale Development</th>
<th>Product Development</th>
<th>Production Application</th>
<th>Product Support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functional Technology</td>
<td>Representative Development Application</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Production Application</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Evaluation (details in refs. 10, 14, 15, &amp; 37)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Design (details in refs. 8 &amp; 11)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing (details in ref. 8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance (details in ref. 56)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 8-2: Maturity of enabling composite fuselage technology.**

The purpose of this entire Contractor Report was to overview Phases A and B progress in the ATCAS program. Figures 8-3 through 8-5 summarize the program further as broken into three main categories: manufacturing, structures, and design cost model developments. Note that material/process and maintenance issues are addressed under both manufacturing and structures headings.
Manufacturing Developments
(Including fabrication and repair processes)

- Hard OML/soft IML cure tooling demonstration for skin/stiffened and sandwich designs
- Stiffened crown panels scaled to 7 ft. x 10 ft.
  - Semi-rigid IML tooling for intricate panel bond with pre- & uncured elements; accommodates design changes (patent received in 1993)
  - Joint Hercules/Boeing AFP studies for curved panels including graphite/glass intraply hybrids
  - Braided/RTM frames fabricated with sufficient tolerance control to enable cobonding
  - Efficient hat-stringer drape forming and tooling approach
  - Manufacturing tolerance database for a range of design variables
  - Repetitious panel and element fabrication to optimize process steps
- Mechanically attached crown repair demonstration supported by American Airlines
- Forward, mid, and aft sandwich keel panels scaled up to approximately 7 ft. x 10 ft.
  - Semi-rigid IML tooling for sandwich panel bond with pre-cured elements
  - Cure cycle & material specifications to fabricate structure transitioning from thick laminate to sandwich
  - Braided/RTM close-outs for splices and tolerance control of panel edges
  - Interface with Lockheed ACT contract in optimizing frames for sandwich designs
  - High density honeycomb core forming/splicing/stabilization schemes
- Bonded repair demonstration for mid keel panel (30 ply facesheets), supported by American Airlines
  - Temporary and permanent bonded repair trials for keel sandwich panels
- Window-belt sandwich panels scaled to 7 ft. x 10 ft.
  - Semi-rigid IML tooling for sandwich panel bond with pre-cured elements (circumferential frames & window close-outs)
  - Joint Hercules/Lockheed/Boeing AFP studies for full-depth & ramped cutout designs
  - Honeycomb core machining/forming/splicing/stabilization schemes for maximum tolerance payoff
- Warpage analysis methodologies to support cured panel tolerance control
  - Simulate as-cured configured panels, including edge effects and cutouts, to achieve attachment and splice payoff

Figure 8-3: Manufacturing highlights from ATCAS Phases A & B.
Structures Developments
(including material performance & maintenance procedures)

- Designed structural experiment & supporting analyses for impact damage
  - Stiffened design, material, laminate, and impact variables critical to damage states
  - Flexural wave NDE approach to quantitative damage characterization
  - Recommended approach to revise impact design criteria for affordable supportability
    (allowable damage limits for repair and critical damage thresholds for damage tolerance)

- Crown database
  - Manufacturing-induced structural properties noted for AFP and braided processes
    (e.g., large notch tensile strength)
  - Tensile strength (small notch) versus toughness (large notch) trade for laminate, manufacturing
    process, and material combinations
  - Axial and hoop damage tolerance panel tests/analyses confirmed crown designs with bolted frames
  - Demonstrated extension of unconfigured fracture data to predict configured panel response using
    semi-empirical methods
  - Compression element and panel stability tests/analyses confirmed crown designs with bonded
    frames
  - Bonded frame pull-off and pressure-box studies uncovered issues with bonded frame details
    (i.e., bondline integrity near mouseholes & soft skin layup under high axial load cases)
  - Repair building block tests and analysis supported the design of a mechanically-attached patch
    repair for large penetrating damage

- Keel database
  - Notched compressive strength did not benefit from enhanced matrix toughness but did seem to
    depend on laminate thickness
  - Minimum-gage sandwich design found to have sufficient impact resistance and compression after
    impact properties
  - Large notch compression strength found to be a design driver
    (experimental/analysis procedures for measuring compression scaling laws)
  - Bonded frame pull-off and push-in found to be sufficient for sandwich panel pressure pillowing
    and stability, respectively
  - Aft keel building block tests/analysis methods were verified by structural test with a large curved
    sandwich panel
  - Mid keel analysis supported the design of bonded patch repairs verified by structural test with a
    large curved sandwich panel
  - Forward keel analysis and tests evaluated load redistribution and effects of structural details on
    strength, leading to large test panel design

- Side database
  - Large and small notch database generated for compression, tension, laminate and sandwich
    variables supporting side design
  - Test evaluation of sandwich design resistance to moisture ingress and migration and panel
    in-plane moisture vapor transport
  - Structural analysis and pressure-box test demonstrated performance of sandwich window-belt
    cutout design details (combined load structural test validation is planned in the NASA COLTS facility)

- Initial test database and analysis to evaluate splice mechanical strength
  and environmental durability of close-out design details

- Strain softening analysis for progressive damage growth simulations
  - Verified scaling accuracy for a range of unconfigured panel sizes and preliminary assessment with
    structural configurations

- Cursory evaluation of fire worthiness for fuselage test elements

Figure 8-4: Structures highlights from ATCAS Phases A & B.
Design Cost Model Developments
(including methods, databases, and software)

- Theoretical framework and mathematical basis established for design cost modeling
- Relational database called PCAD (Process Cost Analysis Database) created for equations predicting 80% of the costs of the ATCAS barrel
- General cost algorithm established to accept existing cost models
- Process step level cost equations for ACT processes
- Design software tool called COSTADE (Cost Optimization Software for Transport Aircraft Design Evaluation) created to integrate structural analysis, design cost, and manufacturing tolerance methods
  - Interface for internal loads iterations
  - Practical and efficient software for structural blending & optimization
  - User manual and other support documentation
- Crown, keel, and side applications uncovered cost/weight interactions
  - Captured ATCAS Phase A and B database to support Phase C design

Figure 8-5: Design cost model highlights from ATCAS Phases A & B.

8.3 Recommendations for Future Development

Figure 8-6 lists key deliverables for completing Stage 2 of Boeing's procedures used to judge technology readiness. Benchmark tests at NASA, additional side manufacturing demonstrations, and fuselage splice developments (longitudinal & circumferential) are the main hardware activities needed to complete Stage 2. Documents and software defining recommended cost, design, material, process, and maintenance procedures are also required. Figure 8-6 also lists some of the highlights of large-scale developments for composite fuselage. Note that the Stage 3 activities expand to other fuselage sections. Plans for ATCAS Phase C include efforts to complete much of Stages 2 and 3.

Much of the technology developed by ATCAS also applies to other U.S. composite initiatives. As a result, numerous indirect benefits from the ATCAS contract will be realized long before a composite fuselage enters service. Figure 8-7 highlights some of the
technology that has been shared to benefit other groups, inside and outside Boeing. The Boeing Company is pleased to have been a part of Phases A and B of the ACT program.

What is Needed to Complete Stage 2?
- total production facility cost est.
- representative detailed design, subscale mfg. trials, & subcomponent tests for all quadrants & splices
- preliminary design, material, & process documents
- draft SRM

What Will Occur in Stage 3?
- thorough assessments of cost credibility
- repetitive large-scale manufacturing & maintenance demonstrations
- application of define/build/maintain documents & software to rest of fuselage
- generate combined load structural database
- achieve airline customer acceptance of maintenance procedures
- apply database to other fuselage sections

Figure 8-6: Transition to large scale development.

Figure 8-7: Indirect benefits from ATCAS developments.
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**ABSTRACT**
The Advanced Technology Composite Aircraft Structures (ATCAS) program has studied transport fuselage structure with a large potential reduction in the total direct operating costs for wide-body commercial transports.

The baseline fuselage section was divided into four "quadrants", crown, keel, and sides, gaining the manufacturing cost advantage possible with larger panels. Key processes found to have savings potential include (1) skins laminated by automatic fiber placement, (2) braided frames using resin transfer molding, and (3) panel bond technology that minimized mechanical fastening.

The cost and weight of the baseline fuselage barrel was updated to complete Phase B of the program. An assessment of the former, which included labor, material, and tooling costs, was performed with the help of design cost models. Crown, keel, and side quadrant cost distributions illustrate the importance of panel design configuration, area, and other structural details. Composite sandwich panel designs were found to have the greatest cost savings potential for most quadrants.

Key technical findings are summarized as an introduction to the other contractor reports documenting Phase A and B work completed in functional areas. The current program status in resolving critical technical issues is also highlighted.